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Abstract

Over the past year there has been a lot of controversy surrounding e-commerce; where tradi-
tional forms of commerce are being adapted and placed on the World Wide Web. Much of
the controversy is to do with the turbulent impact the floatation of such e-commerce enabled
companies on world stock markets. However, there are growing fears over the integrity of e-
commerce because of certain companies cutting corners and having seriously flawed e-commerce
systems; as you will be aware there have been a number of high profile cases in the media re-
cently. The pressure for business to become e-commerce enabled is understandable, but if not
done correctly the costs can be enormous.

This project has provided a timely opportunity to follow the development of an e-commerce
system, developed in conjunction with a Nottingham based financial services company, and
to examine the role of design and formal notation, and how these can assist companies to
develop reliable sites that meet their requirements. This project examines the role that the
Unified Modelling Language (UML) and in particular the Web Application Extensions (WAE)
developed for the UML, can play in the development of an e-commerce system. This is done from
a non-expert viewpoint and therefore provides an ideal indication as to the sort of problems that
companies will experience, based on experience gathered during the course of the project. Using
this experience, a recommended approach to Web and in particular e-commerce development
w.r.t, the UML and WAE is presented, taking into account the processes normally applied at
a development company.
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Introduction

1.1 The e-commerce revolution

With an ever increasing number of people having access to the Internet, this exciting medium
shows no sign of slowing down. Far from it, households and businesses alike are making in-
creasnig use of the Internet, and in particular the World Wide Web (referred to hereafter as
’the Web’). According to a May 1999 (published in July) survey [scp99] by Screentrade [scr],
21% of people in Great Britain using the Internet, this figure is now likely to be approaching
double that, given that a poll taken six months earlier showed that only 15% of people in Great
Britain had Internet access. Also notable from that survey was the fact that one third of those
surveyed with Internet access were using the Web based financial services to help organise their
finances.

So what exactly is e-commerce? A number of interpretations exist, but e-commerce is
broadly accepted to encompass the trading of goods and services over electronic networks such
as the Internet (though mainly via the Web). Elsewhere e-commerce can also be used to describe
how the Internet and similar technology can be used to make processing information within
or between businesses more efficient; this is sometimes known as e-business. For clarity, this
document shall retain the transactional definition of the term ’e-commerce’ since the project’s
raison d’etre has been to investigate and implement an on-line financial service, rather than
investigate application of electronic networks to provide efficiencies.

1.1.1 Rushing to jump on the bandwagon

With such phenomenal growth, the determination of businesses to make their presence felt in
the new medium is understandable. Many companies do not want to be left out, with small
companies seeing the advantages the Internet provides to allow them to compete with larger
enterprises on a more even-keel than was traditionally possible. There is enormous pressure
for small firms to follow the lead of the major players and establish a Web presence, and
additional e-commerce facilities. The British government has set a target of getting 1,000,000
micro-companies and SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) on-line by 2002, a significant
increase from the 350,000 that were on-line at the beginning of 1998 (according to [g799]). The
rush to get on-line is quite obvious when one considers that in just one year, an additional
250,000 micro-companies and SMEs went on-line (this indicates that the targets set out in the
White Paper should be easily met). Though interestingly, currently only 0.09% of UK consumer
expenditure occurs on-line, however, this is forecast to rise to 0.8% by 2001. Currently less than
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1.1. The e-commerce revolution

10% of companies in developed countries (such as the G7 countries surveyed in [g799], with
the notable exception of the United States and Canada which are slightly above this figure)
are trading on-line, this figure is growing, slowly. The huge increase expected (which appears
to have started when taking recent media reports into account), appears to be backed up by
figures from Anderson Consulting [ac] in [eco00], predict that the current global level of on-
line trading some £6.5bn (the figure for the UK alone in 1999 was some £2.5bn according to
[eco99]) will increase to between £250-300bn within the next four years. There are of course
differing opinions on the extent of growth, for instance in [eco99], the value of on-line trading
in the United States is expected to be $1.3T by 2003! Whatever the figures stated, it is clear
that the growth will be huge, and this will increase pressure on those companies not yet on-line
(considerable pressure already exists).

Responding to the current climate, the government has established the Information Society
Initiative [isi] to help small business get on-line. The Information Society Initiative aims to
provide impartial advice on information and communications technologies to micro-companies
and SMEs. In addition to it’s commitment to ensure that micro-companies and SMEs get on-
line, the government also has a broader strategy which is outlined in it’s e-commerce@its.best.uk
[eco99] which provides a detailed programme that is intended to achieve the goal of making the
UK the best place for e-commerce by 2003. The report very realistically expresses concerns over
the “inertia of British Industry”, and also acknowledges the very real problems that surrounding
e-commerce.

1.1.2 Fears associated with e-commerce

The advantages of using the Internet and in particular the Web for trading are well documented
(e.g, access to new markets, improved customer service, cost savings, etc), for instance many
users cite the speed and convenience as being primary advantages of using the Web (some 33%
of those surveyed [scp99]). However, 35% said that fears regarding security were the biggest
barrier to managing their finances on-line. Given the level of fear surrounding security, and a
number of high profile cases in the media, it is important that businesses do not cut corners
on security or any other part of their service. Whilst the Web provides speed advantages for
conducting business, one can loose business very quickly from a poorly implemented service.

The benefits that the Web provides, in allowing small businesses to compete with much
larger organisations can be as much of a curse as they are a blessing. It may be possible for
a small company to appear as an attractive a proposition as a larger one, if for instance, they
have a well designed site that leaves little to the imagination between itself and the competition.
This is a clear advantage in this instance, however, consider a flawed web site – it is now so
much easier to compare this with the competition and spot the flaws. This applies as much
to the on-line presence of large corporations as much as it does small businesses, however, the
large corporations can invest huge amounts of money in talented web developers and graphic
designers to ensure that they portray “the right image”. Many smaller companies have enough
trouble surviving and the development of an on-line presence will be very costly in time and
money, the additional sting in the tail being that the company will only get one chance to get
this right. If the on-line presence is a success, the company can make lots of welcome extra
business and the investment will pay off, if the site is flawed, it could be a crippling failure, not
capturing additional orders, and potentially loosing existing customers that may have expected
more than was actually delivered by the company’s new on-line presence. This is certainly
one of the biggest fears companies have when setting up an on-line presence, and in particular
e-commerce system.
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1.1.3 How design can help

The problems of getting a reliable and secure site that is up to date and looks good, can
be alleviated by applying some form of design method. This is not just ensuring that pages
adhere to the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) [w3c] specifications for HTML and CSS
(it appears most Web developer’s don’t even do that, given that according to [Bra99], 95% of
all HTML on the Web isn’t proper valid HTML), but that deeper designed issues are examined
when such sites are developed.

It would certainly be very unwise to stake the future of the business on an ad-hoc creation
– this would be very likely to lead to failure rather than success. However, if the components
of the site, their interactions, and the user interface were properly considered beforehand, then
it is far more likely that a successful e-commerce system/on-line presence can be built. This
isn’t exactly radical, it is simply translating sound software engineering practices that have been
used elsewhere in the industry for many years, for use with Web applications. At the very least,
if an established formal or design method is not to be followed, then the system design and
architecture should be presented in a recognised and well known notation to make maintenance
of the system easier and hopefully make communication easier between developers and clients
(the businesses the sites are being developed for). The ultimate aim of either applying a design
method, or using a recognised notation is of course to develop a well-documented system that
doesn’t contain any nasty surprises for either the developer or the client.

The area of Web application development is one where design other than of a graphic nature
has typically not been used to any great extent. Much of the content may not warrant this (e.g.
Joe Bloggs’ home page), but, a sophisticated software system that is to be used in a business
model, does. This sans-design approach, is encouraged by the plethora of tools available whose
main aim is to make Web development quick and painless, and also allow people without proper
knowledge of HTML to develop Web sites. The combination of tools in this category such as
Sausage Software’s Hot Dog and the pressure to deliver on-line content quickly and cheaply
makes it all too tempting to avoid design. This is not helped by the fact that those choosing
to employ design methods are faced with a number of problems, such as:-

• Formal methods and design are seen as cumbersome and only relevant to either large scale
systems or academic problem domains.

• Design can be cumbersome and companies wishing to establish an on-line presence quickly
are likely to have little patience for design, etc.

• Formal or design methods and notation are not readily available for Web development.

1.2 This project

Given the current rush for companies to gain a presence on the Web and the now increasing
emergence of e-commerce systems, such a grim view of design and it’s potential role is somewhat
depressing. It is clear that design can help, but companies will only adopt it if it isn’t too
expensive or too cumbersome to use. This project there provides a timely opportunity to see
just what is possible in terms of implementing a good system on time using good practice.
What will be particularly useful is to see the problems that can arise when the developer is not
an expert in formal or design methods rather just has the background provided by any good
Computer Science degree course.
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1.2.1 About the company

The project has been conducted in conjunction with the Nottingham based financial services
company the ISA Shop. The ISA Shop provides a discount investment brokering service that
allows potential investors to research their investments which the company can then carry out.
The company does this in a cost-effective manner by not providing direct advice to potential
investors, rather it provides the means for those potential investors to make informed choices
(through the research material provided for them) about their investments. The savings made
by not providing direct advice to potential investors are returned to those investors in the
form of a discount or cashback. The ISA Shop deal in two mean financial products, Individual
Savings Accounts (ISAs) and With Profit Bonds1 (with the trading name the With Profits
Bond Shop).

At the time of the project’s inception, much of the company’s business was conducted via the
ordinary postal system. This usually takes the form of a request for either the company’s ISA
Guide [isa] or Guide to With Profits Bonds [wpbb], which the client will then receive through the
post. This is usually followed by a request for more specific literature about a given investment,
which is again conveyed via the post with a final stage (if the client decides to pursue his/her
investment) which is to actually make the investment. It is of course possible to provide a
greatly enhanced service on-line and the company wishes to establish an on-line presence and
develop an on-line financial service that offers access to advice documents and expertise for the
public.

1.2.2 Aims

The original project goal is shown below:

In collaboration with a local financial services company, develop an on-line fi-
nancial service that offers access to advice documents and expertise for the public.

As one will have gathered from the introduction, this project aims to do just that (i.e.
develop an on-line financial service), but paying attention to design and notation and how they
can be constructively used in such development. One will note that in the interim report [Tru99],
the emphasis was very much on the application of a formal design method and notation, this
has had to be altered slightly for practical reasons to an analysis of how such methods can be
applied – still very useful information. The reasons for this will become clear as one progresses
through this document.

1.2.3 Steps already taken

In October 1999 at the start of this project, the ISA Shop had already begun to develop their
on-line presence, a step driven by commercial pressures. At that time, the ISA Shop had
commissioned Bell Design to develop an on-line version of their ISA Guide [isa]. This had been
developed but was incomplete in places and was still residing on Bell Design’s own Web space
rather than that of the ISA Shop. Prior to the ISA Guide being moved to their Web space
(hosted by Demon Internet [dem]), the ISA Shop had a placeholder page which was mapped to
from two URLs:

• http://www.isa-shop.co.uk
1For exact details of what these are, the reader is directed towards [inc]
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1.2. This project

• http://www.withprofitsbonds.co.uk

The intention behind this is of course that whichever URL potential clients enter, they will
be directed to the same page from which they can select the guide they desire (giving them
the option to look at the other guides available of course). The ISA site being developed by
Bell was to consist of the contents of the printed ISA Guide along with a literature request
form so that users could receive information via the Royal Mail such as a personal illustration
or printed copies of the guides. Bell made the on-line version of the ISA Guide available just
before Christmas 1999, and it is still on-line at the time of writing.

6
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2

Investigation

So what sort of service did the ISA Shop require? This was fairly open at the start. The ISA
Shop were very keen to ensure that there were on-line versions of each of the three printed
guides they offer:

• The ISA Guide [isa].

• The Guide to With-Profits Bonds [wpbb].

• The Income Guide incguide.

Another requirement was a contact details page and a central literature request form.

Given the delay in setting up an initial meeting (it was a month from the start of the
project), a number of ideas were formulated without influence from the ISA Shop and were
contained within very rough specification documents produced between October 7th 1999 and
November 6th 1999 (shortly after the first meeting at the ISA Shop). The final document from
the set (the most complete) is included as appendix B.

2.1 The on-line financial service

As one can gather from appendix B, there were initially two options for the development of the
on-line financial service:-

• To build on the work that Bell Design have done on the ISA site, adding features such
as electronic delivery of documents (via PDF for example), implementing a simple and
effective method of dynamically updating their ISA Guide[isa]. Beyond this things like
on-line ordering could be investigated.

• To develop their With Profits site from scratch, since the ISA Shop have not initiated any
work on the on-line presence for this side of their business. This would be similar in form
to the ISA Site, except that it would be the Guide to With-Profits Bonds[wpbb]. The
possibilities are similar in terms of electronic delivery of documents, intelligent updating
and so on (this has been identified in the specification document that can be found in
appendix B).

7



Chapter 2. Investigation 2.2. Commercial pressures

Early on (by the second meeting) it was decided that it would be better to have a ’clean
slate’ and develop the With Profits site from scratch rather than work with the existing site.
This was a good solution given that Bell Design were still working on the ISA site at the time;
plus by having two separate approaches, it would be possible for the company to observe the
best points of each and improve the other site accordingly. As it turned out the approaches
had rather more in common than anticipated.

2.2 Commercial pressures

The project’s progress has been altered in many ways by the commercial pressures that the
ISA Shop has been subject to. This has been the case right from the project’s inception,
and presented challenges almost immediately. One will notice that the ISA site developed by
Bell Design is rather modest in terms of it’s requirements — simply containing the content of
the printed guide ([isa]) on-line along with a literature request form. These requirements are
set down by the company’s sponsors and applied equally to the With Profits site. Also the
company’s sponsors set a deadline of January 2000 for both sites to be up and running.

This did of course complicate matters and effectively prevent the development of the entire
financial service in one go; also the demands were not compatible with the time scales allowed
by a third year project! As a rather good compromise (the best that could be hoped for),
the service was to be developed in two stages. The first stage would consist of all of the
basic requirements stipulated by the company’s sponsors, i.e. that the Guide to With-Profits
Bonds would be up and running along with the literature request form by January 2000. The
second stage of the service’s development would then involve a study of the current systems and
provide the possibility for modest alterations to the first stage, before investigating and then
developing more complicated features such as electronic literature/information delivery and
intelligent dynamic updating of that data (this is expanded upon in the document contained in
appendix B).

The two phase approach was also necessary because the ISA Shop simply weren’t prepared
to discuss the second phase of the site, until the guides had been placed on-line. This was
something one had to live with.

2.3 Formal design and notation

At the start of the project, time was also spent determining an appropriate formal method
and notation to use. As mentioned at the start of the report, the use of formal methods for
web development is not common, and tends to be practised only by the larger companies. The
initial approach taken to finding an appropriate method was to look at methodologies dealing
with conventional systems such as SSADM, Booch, UML and so on to determine those that
might be appropriate for a web based system.

SSADM was a serious consideration, having been covered by the Commercial and Industrial
Systems Design course (G52CSD) in the second year. SSADM is an industry standard that
was developed by the British government’s Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency
back in 1981. Despite being a well known and used methodology, information on it’s application
to web applications was not readily available confirming suspicions that it is not entirely appro-
priate. Such suspicions are based on the experience of using the system for coursework models
which were always based around a team framework and a considerable amount of paperwork.
Given that this is not a project involving a large team of developers and that the supporting
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information or even case studies for web application development using SSADM were absent,
SSADM was judged inappropriate.

The next major consideration was the Unified Modelling Language (UML) was developed
by Rational Software Corporation [rat] in 1997 and is rapidly growing in use with many ma-
jor organisations such as British Telecom adopting it. The UML is particularly interesting
because it is growing in popularity and has many sets of extensions appearing for it such as
the business extensions which could be very useful for this particular scenario. There is also
a Web Application Extension (WAE) under development at Conallen, Inc. the paper [Con98]
introduces this — this paper was followed in January 2000 (initially predicted to be October
1999) by Conallen’s book [Con00]. Both of these extensions were potentially of interest to us,
in particular the Web Application Extensions.

In the end the decision was taken to go with UML, since other methodologies seemed to offer
little in the way of Web development (most having been developed before it came about) or
just being quite plainly inappropriate for Web development. One of UMLs greatest strengths
is that it is extensible so if there are elements of one’s design that aren’t represented with
existing notation, suitable notation can be developed through techniques such as stereotyping
(as described in chapter 8 of [EP98]). Of course one must be cautious to recognise that the
UML is a notation not a method, this is a distinction missed in this project for a while!
Thankfully this is now rectified. However, there is no need not worry since Rational Software
have developed a process based on industry best-practice that is designed for the UML - that
being the Rational Unified Process (RUP). Also, there have been papers published on building
web solutions using the RUP such as [SRVS99] and [WK99] — the latter being of more interest,
though the former paper could be useful in the latter stages of the project when the full service
is tested. The fact that the UML is merely a notation and not a process does not mean that
we have to use a design process, whilst the UML is process independent, the facilities it offers,
encourage good development techniques and at least offer the opportunity for the designs to be
well documented.

The Web Application Extensions (WAE) will be used along with the UML, these are ba-
sically a set of stereotyped classes that allow Web architecture elements to be more easily
described within the context of a standard UML model. WAE were developed by Mr Jim
Conallen of Rational Software Corporation.

2.4 Deliverables

The deliverables stated in the interim report, were:-

Commercially : The first stage of the project, i.e. the basic With Profits site, must be up and
running by January 4th 2000 (confirmed at the last meeting). The second stage of the project,
where we make the second iteration of the development process to improve the first stage and
then go on to provide the complete financial service, this should be ready by April 2000 to allow
time for the final dissertation as well as to allow for adequate testing.

Formal method : Apply the RUP to the current situation, extending either the UML notation
or the RUP as necessary. How successful the application is will form a considerable part of the
write up in the final dissertation, as will guidance for applying UML/RUP to web development
if significant changes or additions need to be made (this is information that others could find
helpful) — this is not just an outside possibility since the web aspects of both the UML and
RUP are still under development.
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2.5 Phases revisited

So far we have identified a clear division within the project between phase one (getting the
The Guide to With-Profits Bonds on-line) and phase two (provide more advanced features
along the lines of those discussed in appendix B). The actual structure of the project become
more complicated than this in practice due to problems with phase one which meant getting
Bell Design’s e-commerce division involved to help get things moving. As a result, phase one
effectively become known as the Mark I ISA Shop site, and the more advanced site (phase
two in the divisions already presented) became the Mark II ISA Shop site. Note the use of
the term “effectively” in the last sentence, phase one still describes getting the Guide to With-
Profits Bonds on-line, though following Bell’s involvement, this included the Income Guide
as well. However, there is a need to distinguish the phase one work before and during Bell’s
involvement. The Mark I and Mark II were used by Bell during the design process, hence their
use here to help distinguish between phase one and phase two during Bell’s involvement.

2.6 Timescales

The earliest time plan for the project was produced towards the end of October 1999 and
concentrated on phase one of the project, merely setting out the major milestones from January
onwards — this was of course because the second phase could not even be designed and planned
until phase one had been completed. Each phase has a time plan and these are included within
the respective sections of this report. The initial time plan can be found as appendix C of this
document.
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Phase I: Pre-Bell Design

This section describes the period of time to mid-February prior to the involvement of Bell
Design.

3.1 Requirements

During this phase of the project, a number of meetings were held at the ISA Shop both get a
feel for where the ISA Shop would like to take the service, but mainly on the task of getting the
Guide to With-Profits Bonds on-line by the new year. Below is a table that contains details of
the meetings at the ISA Shop before Christmas:

21/10/1999 Introductory meeting — general scope of the project.
03/11/1999 A more detailed look detailing initial deadlines.
15/11/1999 QuarkXPress — a look at how to convert files.
09/12/1999 Examine the ISA Site, identify probs & solutions .

The core requirements for this phase have already been identified as getting the printed
Guide to With-Profits Bonds on-line followed by a literature request form.

3.2 Design

3.2.1 Visual

The ISA Shop seemed reasonably pleased with the on-line ISA Guide — or at least that was
the general impression that was formed at the meetings. For the sake of consistency, it was
decided that the look and feel of the existing site should be preserved for the With-Profits site,
but taking into account subtle alterations that need to be made (whilst the ISA Shop like the
on-line ISA Guide, it could be better). A screen shot from the ISA site is shown in figure 3.1.

As one can see, the text within the main browser window and also on the buttons is not
very readable — it is far too small. This is one definite area where the With Profits site would
improve — i.e. the text both on the buttons and within the browser window would be larger. It
has been agreed that the content appearing within the main frame would be as close to the main
printed document as possible, so there will be some subtle differences in look and feel between
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Figure 3.1: The ISA Guide on-line (screen shot)

the ISA and With Profits site, but that should be only in positive terms, i.e. the text would be
more readable, and the document in the main frame will bear much more resemblance to the
printed guide, a screen shot of the PDF viewed in Adobe Acrobat is shown in figure 3.2. Note
that this was generated much later on as part of phase two (it wasn’t possible to generate a
PDF at the time), but does show how I envisaged the site to be, i.e. HTML pages representing
the sections which appeared similar to the printed document (far more similar than they do in
the on-line ISA Guide).

The points raised above, came up in the meeting on December 9th 1999, where at the
request of Mr Beestin at the ISA Shop, a review of their on-line ISA Guide was conducted to
spot problems and potential improvements. Although the on-line ISA Guide was not within the
jurisdiction of this project at the time, the experience was useful, and highlighted improvements
that could be made to the With-Profits site.

3.2.2 Architecture

The site was to be hosted on the ISA Shop’s Web space which is hosted by Demon Internet
[dem]. For practical reasons it was decided that the directory structure of the existing ISA
site would be preserved, since there was an intended slot for the on-line Guide to With-Profits
Bonds (this would allow image sharing etc.). This required an investigation of the existing
directory structure and the purpose of the directories there. This proved to be interesting since
the on-line ISA Guide was partially machine generated (with a trail edition of Net Objects
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Figure 3.2: Screen shot of the guide in Adobe Acrobat 4

Fusion). The tree representation and explanation is included as appendix D.

Having conducted an investigation, a similar directory structure was created for the With-
Profits site, the tree representation and explanation is included as appendix E.

Directory structures aside, the site would be in HTML 4.0 with supporting CSS 2.0, and
would be formed by converting the original document in QuarkXPress format to HTML. A fair
amount of work would then be required to ensure that logical HTML pages mapped to sections
with one-one correspondence (so the introduction had one HTML page and the glossary had
one HTML page, etc.).

3.3 Modelling

This section has not been modelled in UML because at the time it was still necessary to learn
UML and familiarise oneself with the WAE (and develop my own ideas about a suitable subset
of the available notation to allow constructive development). Also one was under considerable
pressure to ensure the site was delivered on time. From a design point of view, there was little
point in modelling this, since it was plain HTML, bar the form (which was to be looked at once
the guide was on-line). The only useful modelling that could be done would be a navigational
structure of the site, however, since this was built on that used by the on-line ISA Guide it
would not be an effective use of time. Quite simply the navigational structure of both the
on-line ISA Guide and the proposed on-line Guide to With-Profits Bonds would basically be a
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frameset containing a navigation bar on the left (as shown in the screen shot in figure 3.1) with
links to the main sections of the site, which were comprised of the main sections in the printed
document. There were to be no additional surprises.

In terms of modelling the graphical appearance of the site, well as one will be aware, the
facilities do not exist with the UML/WAE for graphically modelling a software system. This
admittedly was not necessary since the interface would be essentially the interface that is part
of the on-line ISA Guide with just slight improvements on the images (just making them easier
to read). As stated in [WK99] there is little point in “re-inventing the wheel” when you have a
working design already. Hence the absence of a graphic model beyond that shown. The wisdom
or not of this move will be covered in the evaluation 3.7.

3.4 Implementation

As you are aware the plan was to convert the QuarkXPress document containing the guide to
HTML and then smarten that up. This has not been without problems, some of the details of
which shall be examined in this section, for a more detailed (and somewhat less formal) idea
of some of the problems experienced, an informal log of issues generated over the Christmas
vacation whilst implementing the on-line Guide to With-Profits Bonds can be viewed at [inf].

3.4.1 QuarkXPress

This is definitely worthy of a section on it’s own! One of the major problems to date has been
with file formats. Basically, the printed Guide to With-Profits Bonds is kept at the publishers
(Bell Design) as a QuarkXPress file for the Macintosh. As it turns out, none of the software
on my own machine or on the machines in the School can read or convert QuarkXPress files
to something more useful. This of course was a major problem given that the on-line content
is to be derived from the printed version. The meeting on November 15th, 1999 was to discuss
just this problem, with the suggestion made that the ISA Shop could buy QuarkXPress, which
would solve this problem and make future dealings with their publisher (for updates etc.) easier.
This was not a popular option however, since QuarkXPress has a price tag of around £1300.
The net outcome of the meeting was that it would be necessary to find some other option.

This ’other option’ proved to be difficult to find since much of the software to work with
QuarkXPress files (such as that to convert to HTML) was only available as an extension to
QuarkXPress; this is as one can appreciate not very helpful. The only stand-alone software
that seemed to be available was a Perl script to convert tagged QuarkXPress files to HTML;
the caveat being of course that QuarkXPress must be used to tag the file! The best hope
seemed to be to use a demonstration version of QuarkXPress and a plugin of some sort, Whilst
this did produce excellent results on test files (using QuarkXPress 4 demo version and the
Extensis BeyondPress plugin), the legality of doing a conversion that is then going to be on
a published site is however, somewhat questionable (particularly as the license agreement for
the demonstration version of QuarkXPress states that the software should only be used for
“demonstration and testing purposes only” thus implying this).

This left only one viable option - to find someone who would convert the file to an appropriate
intermediate format. Thankfully Ian Beestin from the ISA Shop discovered Riley in Nottingham
who were able to do the conversion that week (ending December 3rd, 1999) via Adobe’s InDesign
software. The conversion provided by Riley is available for viewing — see [rila], bear in mind
that this is exactly as converted.
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3.4.2 Piecing it all together

As one will note from viewing the above conversion, it is not of the best quality. The conversion
simply did a page by page conversion of the file, producing one HTML page for each of the
physical pages in the printed guide. Unfortunately the quality of the HTML produced is quite
poor as are the accompanying style sheets (each page is produced with an in-lined Cascading
Style Sheet). This made the job of building everything much more complex, since it was then
necessary to ensure that for each section, the style sheets were correctly merged (because of
course they differed between different single pages of the same section!) and that the HTML
was updated to reflect the merged style-sheet. One only has to look at the quality or lack of it,
of the conversion to see the amount of work that needed doing (Adobe InDesign as one might
expect for a graphics package attempts to preserve the appearance rather than the structure,
this is not wise with HTML for obvious reasons). The screenshot in figure 3.3 shows the first
page of the “Analyse” section prior to cleaning up, followed by a screenshot of the cleaned-up
“Analyse” section shown to Mr Beestin (figure 3.4).

Figure 3.3: Screen shot of a page from the Analyse section of the guide (conversion by Riley)

As one can see from the visual appearance, a lot of work had to be done. This is certainly
clear when one runs a HTML validator such as HTML Tidy [tid] over the HTML produced by
Adobe InDesign. Whilst the individual pages mainly contain character set problems — worthy
of a warning from HTML Tidy, so for example, the output from HTML Tidy for page 24 of the
coversion would be as shown in figure 3.5.

The problems become much more serious when one merges several of the pages form the
conversion at Riley into one HTML page, say by grouping all of the pages into a logical section
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Figure 3.4: Screen shot of the Analyse section of the guide after a lot of work

such as Analyse. The process of grouping such pages was painfully slow, since merging the
embedded CSS meant that all of the <div> and <span> tags had to adjusted on pages other
than the first of the set. Also merging the pages together caused problems with layers, tag
nesting and so on. In the case of the Analyse section, merging the pages together produced
a 150Kb HTML file, which when run through either HTML Tidy or an SGML parser such as
nsgmls would produce a large number of errors. For instance, when the Analyse section is run
through nsgmls, 121 lines of output are produced due to errors, a sample of output is shown in
figure 3.6.

As one can see from figure 3.6 a large number of errors are produced. Many of these are tag
matching errors. One might think that the it would be possible to let HTML Tidy go through
and correct the errors, unfortunately it is not that simple since the appearance of the document
is dramatically altered; it is possible to avoid this if the errors are corrected by hand. Of course
correcting the errors by hand is a long process, it took around three hours to correct the errors
in the Analyse section — the output from nsgmls was 186 lines!

Naturally the delays in piecing the pages together into sections had a considerable overhead
and impacted upon the project quite significantly.
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3.5 Browser compatibility

This has also been a significant issue. it had been originally agreed that the site should be
compatible in the major browsers, i.e. Netscape Navigator/Communicator (hereon referred to
as Netscape) and Microsoft Internet Explorer (hereon referred to as MSIE ) versions 4.0 and
above. Initial tests in Netscape and MSIE looked fine — the pages were actually beginning to
look like those in the printed guide. This was based on very early tests where thorough testing
took place after merging each page into the main HTML file. However, concerned with the time
that all of this was taking, a decision was taken to use a common style sheet and then modify
the pages as merged to use that (which should have been quicker and also more compact).
This was admittedly tested less often, but each time it was viewed in MSIE the pages looked
fine. A critical mistake was of course made — assuming the pages would also render correctly
in Netscape, given that on all earlier attempts when working with embedded style sheets the
modifications were only minor.

The pages looked terrible in Netscape whilst looking good in MSIE — not a good situation
to be in. This discovery was what encouraged the use of tools like HTML Tidy and nsgmls.
However, even after steps had been taken to ensure that the HTML and CSS were valid (this
was done only on the Analyse section) to versions 4.0 and 2.0 respectively of the W3C [w3c]
standards, the page looked no better in Netscape and remained unchanged in MSIE. The
problem was later tracked down to use of position within the style sheet; however, fixing this
did not improve matters much and even though the overlaying of several paragraphs in one spot
had been removed, there were still huge problems. These problems were related to Netscape’s
rendering engine, which seems to have problems with inheriting styles. It was probably not
spotted before the common style sheet because the embedded style sheets early on were much
more specific (and verbose). Clearly relying on Netscape having a proper implementation of
CSS was a mistake.

The pair of screen shots in figures 3.7 and 3.8 demonstrates these problems quite effectively.

3.6 Other problems

As one can image the problems detailed so far provided enough of a headache, however, there
were others. The conversion from Riley was not only meant to produce HTML that could
be worked with, but also to extract the images into some useful form from the QuarkXPress
document. Unfortunately the output from Adobe InDesign in terms of images was not at all
helpful, for the eighty or so pages, about a thousand very small images were generated. The
images were fine for the generated style sheet, since they were positioned appropriately to form
something that vaguely resembled the original images. Of course the downside is that these
images are of little use when making significant modifications to the source; it also has to
be said that the images were not of quality were deemed sufficient for a professional guide.
This all left yet another major annoyance — that all of the images to appear in the guide
would have to be scanned in from the printed guide; this is of course a fairly large task given
that the guide is around eighty pages! The image problem caused a lot of delay because this
had not been anticipated, the CD provided by Bell Design contained images, but they turned
out to be adverts and un-annotated charts but did not contain many important images. It is
disappointing that one of the main reasons to get the conversion done by Riley (i.e. to get the
images) turned out to be almost useless.

Unfortunately that isn’t all! I also had problems generating images, because Type 1
PostScript for the Apple Macintosh were supplied. These fonts had to be converted first which
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took a considerable amount of time, once the fonts had been converted, they turned out to be
only of marginal use, because the primary typeface that Bell Design had previously used was
too thin. This meant that to improve the readability of the text on the images (one of the main
bugbears with the on-line ISA Guide), it was necessary to use a much heavier typeface not
contained within the set (the standard font Helvetica in an emboldened form was employed).

3.6.1 What was implemented

The site was developed as far as the appendices (but not including them) which were in progress
when work was stopped. The material has not been used and is unlikely to be used, the details
of this are shown in the evaluation (section 3.7). Given that the guide was around eighty pages
in size, a lot of HTML was produced, with some of the sections such as the Analyse section being
150Kb + in size. As a result, the complete source has not been included. This is mainly because
development was ended before completion, also because only one or two files were fully HTML
4.0 compliant (cleaning the files up was in progress when the work had to be abandoned). The
sheer size of these files means that to print the code for say the Analyse section would require
nearly seventy pages! Since this code has not been used it is not really relevant to include it
even though it did account for around for much of the time until mid February. However, for
those really interested, the code is available to view at [wpba].

3.7 Evaluation

It is not hard to escape the fact that this phase of the project posed significant problems, due to
organisational, platform compatibility and general political issues. The January 2000 deadline
was agreed at the start of November before I’d received anything. A few days were lost looking
into QuarkXPress and ways of converting it’s documents, this was a lot of work that largely
drew a blank since all the software available of any use required QuarkXPress! The agreed
deadline was reasonable if the materials were to arrive soon and there were 6 or so weeks to
work on it (in case problems ocurred). However, the conversion wasn’t ready until the start of
December leaving just 4 weeks. Worse still all of the problems mentioned and one or two others
delayed things significantly — image scanning can be a slow process, and merging pages into
sections of the guide was time consuming. This made it impossible to complete on-time despite
virtually non-stop work over the Christmas vacation. Even working a fair amount during the
exam period made little dent in the workload. By the end of January, all of the guide was
on-line bar the appendices (20 pages worth), and these would have taken quite a while to do.

The work that was on-line looked good, though there were inconsistencies with layout due
to the fact that early pages developed with in-lined style sheets were being converted to use
the main style sheet, this was not done by that time. Then the most crushing part was seeing
the pages using the combined style sheet (many of them) rendered in Netscape, at that point
it became clear that completion was still a long way off. At this point in time, one month had
passed since the ISA Shop’s commercial deadline to get the guide live. Quite a problem.

Morale reached an all time low towards the end of the first week in February when Mr
Timm telephoned to make his views known about the site (he was not happy). A meeting
was arranged on February 12th 2000 at the ISA Shop’s Nottingham office to try and resolve
the situation. This meeting was far more productive than I could have hoped for. Mr Timm
mentioned his fears about whether or not one person could do the work on time (clearly this
turned out not to be possible), and suggested getting Bell Design and their new e-commerce
division involved to get the guides out as quickly as possible and then develop my ideas for the
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full on-line financial service. At this meeting there was an opportunity to explain the problems
that had occurred and justify the delays, this meeting proved to be vital to preserve the working
relationship and by getting Bell Design ensured that the site would be developed and provide
a much needed degree of detachment to allow at least some analysis of UML — something that
had simply not been possible prior to this due to the sheer amount of work.

It is also worth mentioning that a formal document specifying what would be produced by
January 4th had not been produced. The mistake of assuming that all parties were sure of what
would be built was made. This of course turned out to be very wrong. The absence of this
document was made worse by the fact that Mr Beestin had seen much of the work done and
approved it, whilst Mr Timm had not and of course did not see what he had been expecting —
this probably added to the heat of the aforementioned telephone conversation! Such problems
could easily have been avoided by providing a document and making sure everyone approved
it, and also in the best case, that everyone saw the work produced. No matter how much
pressure one is under, formally documenting what is to be produced is essential, as is providing
a graphical mock-up in the case of e-commerce sites. Mr Timm’s main complaint was that
marketing had not been taken into account — this would could have been caught at the start
if Mr Timm had seen a mock-up of the proposed site.

Whilst the site looked good, and had the potential to look better. The use of PDFs on
a temporary basis whilst the service was being developed would have been better. This was
proposed at an early meeting but was not met with enthusiasm, possibly because the pitch was
not made at their level but from a Computer Science point of view — something that is very
easy to do. Had the suggestion of using PDFs been adopted, a lot of time and effort could have
been saved. This is particularly unfortunate when one considers that PDFs were used by the
ISA Shop in the next phase of the project to provide a quick solution.
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ajt97c@much:~/public_html/fs/wpbcnv > tidy -e wpb24.html

Tidy (vers 13th January 2000) Parsing "wpb24.html"
line 126 column 469 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 126 column 469 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 150 column 38 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 150 column 38 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 162 column 77 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 162 column 77 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 194 column 160 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 194 column 160 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 222 column 38 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 222 column 38 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 226 column 54 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 226 column 54 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 230 column 154 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 230 column 154 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 234 column 54 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 128
line 234 column 54 - Warning: replacing illegal character code 147
line 285 column 1 - Warning: html doctype doesn’t match content

"wpb24.html" appears to be HTML 4.0 Transitional
17 warnings/errors were found!

Characters codes for the Microsoft Windows fonts in the range
128 - 159 may not be recognised on other platforms. You are
instead recommended to use named entities, e.g. &trade; rather
than Windows character code 153 (0x2122 in Unicode). Note that
as of February 1998 few browsers support the new entities.

HTML & CSS specifications are available from http://www.w3.org/
To learn more about Tidy see http://www.w3.org/People/Raggett/tidy/
Please send bug reports to Dave Raggett care of <html-tidy@w3.org>
Lobby your company to join W3C, see http://www.w3.org/Consortium
ajt97c@much:~/public_html/fs/wpbcnv >

Figure 3.5: Output from HTML Tidy for page 24 of Riley’s conversion
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ajt@tuxy:~/wibble > nsgmls -s body_analyse.html
nsgmls:/usr/doc/packages/html_dtd/html-4.0/strict.dtd:146:0:E: could not
resolve host "www.w3.org" (try again later)
nsgmls:/usr/doc/packages/html_dtd/html-4.0/strict.dtd:151:0:E: could not
resolve host "www.w3.org" (try again later)
nsgmls:/usr/doc/packages/html_dtd/html-4.0/strict.dtd:156:0:E: could not
resolve host "www.w3.org" (try again later)
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:41:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:52:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:60:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:69:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:73:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:76:16:E: there is no attribute "BGCOLOR"
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:77:67:E: end tag for "SPAN" omitted, but its
declaration does not permit this
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:77:33: start tag was here
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:77:67:E: end tag for "DIV" omitted, but its
declaration does not permit this
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:77:9: start tag was here

<snip>

nsgmls:body_analyse.html:2972:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:2981:6:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:2989:7:E: end tag for element "P" which is not open
nsgmls:body_analyse.html:2993:10:E: element "CENTER" undefined

Figure 3.6: Output from nsgmls run on the Analyse section
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Figure 3.7: Screen shot of the start of the Analyse section in MSIE
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Figure 3.8: Screen shot of the start of the Analyse section of Netscape
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Mark I ISA Shop site

The involvement of Bell Design (in particular Bell e-Business the e-commerce division of Bell
Design) marked a change for the better in the project. Work took place on the Mark I ISA
Shop site between February 24th, 2000 and April 21st, 2000.

4.1 Requirements

As with the original phase one, the requirements are to get the on-line Guide to With-Profits
Bonds live and on-line, as well as a literature request form. In addition to getting the Guide to
With-Profits Bonds on-line, the Income Guide should also be made available. The deadline had
of course changed with the sponsors setting a new deadline of March 31st, 2000. The deadline
applied to all of the aforementioned items.

4.2 Proposed route

The first meeting took place on February 24th, 2000 at Bell Design’s office in London’s West
End. This meeting lasted for around two hours and involved technical and managerial staff at
Bell Design as well as an independent financial advisor and Mr Timm from the ISA Shop. The
meeting was mainly a sales pitch by Bell Design outlining options for getting the guides on-line
as quickly as possible, and also for developing the full on-line financial service. Following this
meeting, I had a separate design meeting with Mr Graves outlining the functionality of the
Mark I ISA Shop site.

4.2.1 The four options

Bell Design presented four options for progressing. They are outlined below.

Option A: HTML all the way

This option would involve producing the Investment Guide (the one other guide that had not
been mentioned so far) in HTML, and completing the Guide to With-Profits Bonds. This was
estimated to be around 200 hours work (not unreasonable given the problems experienced so
far). The disadvantages of this are:
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• There are a lot of HTML files that would be cumbersome to view in their entirety — i.e the
whole site would need to be downloaded and stored somehow for off-line viewing/printing.

• If one wished to print the guide it would then be necessary to select each page (section)
and print it — the results are unlikely to be as good as from PDF (since physical page
layout is difficult to enforce reliably in HTML/CSS).

• The current user interface leaves a lot to be desired, i.e. it’s not very user friendly.

• Updating the site would be a slow and time consuming process, since in pure HTML, it
is necessary to go through the entire site page by page modifying the dynamic (subject
to change) elements of the data.

The advantages are:

• The existing HTML could be used (such as the on-line Guide to With-Profits Bonds that
was initially developed).

• It would be more consistent that having one of the guides in HTML (the ISA guide) and
the other two in PDF.

Option B: create PDF versions of the guides

This option involves placing the remaining two guides in PDF format and wrapping them up
in 3 or 4 HTML pages. These pages would consist of details about the ISA Shop, the guide
and a literature request form as well as a page for selecting the PDFs to download. The
PDFs themselves would be generated from the QuarkXPress document with links added for
the various sections of the guide and externally as appropriate (e.g. to HTML such as the
literature request form). The advantages of this are as follows:

• Quicker to build and get live.

• Quality of on-screen and printed versions of the PDF match those of the original (taking
resolution of the output device into account).

• Viewing the guides off line is much easier (just download the documents and store them
on your hard disk).

• Updating is much easier - just replace the PDF.

There are also one or two disadvantages with PDF:

• There is slightly less functionality in basing the guides entirely in PDF — certainly from
a navigation point of view since it is necessary to switch into and out of the PDFs for
HTML links (e.g. to the literature requester) which is a little clumsier.

• It is more difficult to just jump straight into a given section from outside with PDF (only
Acrobat 4 allows this), forcing the user to loa the document and search through it.
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Option C: as B but with some additional HTML

The way option C was presented meant that there was effectively little difference. Option C
consists of the two guides as PDFs — split into chapters/sections (one PDF for each), with
some additional HTML for items such as the flowchart within the Guide to With-Profits Bonds
(this is the flowchart that clients can follow to determine whether or not a With-Profits bond
is suitable for them). The advantage of this is that there is a little more functionality, however,
it requires more time and is more expensive.

Option D: data–driven

This is the proverbial “Holy Grail”. This option consists of a back-end database containing
all of the pricing information for ISAs, With-Profits Bonds and so on. The pages would be
dynamically generated using this data, which would be updated from Reuters/Micropal (this
could be done automatically or via user entry). Built into the system would be the provision
of “Key Features” documents where are a legal requirement by the PIA (this would be the
case if some form of on-line trading were introduced — something the ISA Shop are keen to
do). Additionally, process requiring actions from the user such as determining whether or not
a With-Profits Bond is appropriate, purchasing etc, could be semi–automated via the provision
of “wizards” to make using the site as easy as possible. This is obviously the best medium–
long term solution, but lets look at the advantages and disadvantages as normal — first the
advantages:

• The data is very easy to update — at the very best it is done automatically, at worst it
is updated by a user (simply updating values in a table rather than many HTML pages).

• Users can be sure that the data they are reading is up to date — the current problem
with the HTML versions is that nobody knows how old the data is. People like to see the
latest information.

• Provides a solid foundation for building in more advanced functionality such as ordering
and live investment tracking of investments (innovative in the UK). This is definitely one
benefit the other options *do not* provide.

• Component based, by having the entire site data-driven it should be possible to reduce
the complexity by sharing data stores, and the methods by which the data is presented.

There are of course certain disadvantages:

• The most expensive option by a factor of 4.

• Though maintenance is significantly reduced once the site is up and running, a data–
driven site takes a while to develop. Bell Design estimated that it would take longer than
options B and C, but not as long as option A.

The option(s) chosen and the reasons behind them

It is not that surprising that option D was presented as the best option that would provide
the most technically innovative site, and also the most maintainable site. The great benefit is
of course being able to link to a database ensuring that the data delivered to users is as up
to date as possible. Of course being a data–driven site, it will take longer to implement than
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the other options. Bell Design were very responsible in their approach to this, and stated that
they could not guarantee the development of this before the hard deadline of March 31st, 2000.
As a result a combined approach was suggested where one of the simpler options is chosen to
ensure that guides are available on-line to meet the hard deadline of March 31st, 2000. Work
would also be done on the data-driven site in this time, though there would not be the pressure
to rush this for March 31st, 2000 (until then the focus would be on getting the guides on-line).
Once the data–driven site was complete, the previous work would effectively be thrown away.

Out options A, B, and C, option A was ruled out because of the time involved to get this up
and running (the Income Guide has had nothing done to it (not mentioned to me personally)).
Out of options B and C, B was chosen since it was the least expensive and fastest to implement.
The HTML extras are not really appropriate for a solution that is essentially going to act as a
“stop gap”. It is interesting to note that the combination of B and D is pretty much what was
suggested in the initial meetings at the ISA Shop in Nottingham (Oct/Nov) however, due to
the lack of QuarkXPress, a HTML conversion was produced (cheapest option, also the option
they seemed to favour) which was then inappropriate for conversion to PDF. As one can see,
we have come full circle. It makes perfect sense to put PDFs up in the short term until the full
data–driven site is ready.

4.3 Design

Immediately after this a design meeting was held with just myself and Mr Graves to plan the
architecture of the Mark I ISA Shop site, the outline below describes the outcome of the meeting
and an outline of option B:

• 3 or 4 HTML pages: About us/the guide. PDF selection, literature requester.

• PDFs split into sections (may just be single PDFs if small enough); this is to make
downloads manageable.

• Acrobat detection/help on getting, installing and using Acrobat.

• Each link to a section would include an overview of the section to stop users downloading
sections that are not relevant to them (which can be irritating).

• I suggested that it may be possible to provide a zipped archive of all the PDFs for people
that just want to take a copy off-line and read or print it that way. The provision of a
zipped archive will be largely dependent on the size of the PDFs — something that can
be considered later on.

The rough architecture diagram jotted down is shown below:

The final typeset architecture diagram can be found in appendix F.

Shortly after the meeting, a draft specification was supplied by Mr Graves, this is included in
appendix G. All of the contents are fairly standard, since the site to be developed is effectively
just for distributing the PDFs so just needs a minimal amount of information so that users
can find their way around, retrieve the PDFs and request additional literature/printed copies
if necessary. At the time the intention was that the copy, and graphics would be provided by
Bell Design, and the rest (i.e. the HTML pages, forms and Acrobat detection) would be done
at this end.

Finally, one can find example pages in appendix H which show the site conveying the ISA
Shop’s corporate image. These were produced by Bell Design and signed off by Mr Timm
(agreed to).
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Contact? Home page PDF help

On-line form
Guide

summary

Order paper
version

About guide/us

Guides
PDF detection

Figure 4.1: Rough information architecture diagram for the Mark I ISA site

4.4 Modelling

The Mark I ISA Shop site was the first real opportunity to use UML. My initial plan of using the
Rational Unified Process had to go on the back burner, because that is dependant on everyone
knowing and using it which wasn’t possible with the team framework the development was
taking place in. The next best thing that could be done was to use UML for the materials that
one was developing and observing how useful it was. It has to be said that using any form of
design placed one under considerable pressure because the deadlines were very tight for this
phase of the project, and as such this made one acutely aware of times when the design was
taking an inordinate amount of time.

Although it was originally decided that I would put the site together given the appropriate
copy and images. Due to certain delays at both ends (one of the most critical being that the
images were not available until March 22nd, 2000 only nine days from the deadline!), this was
revised to my just doing the code for the form, adverts and the Acrobat detection. This was
actually a better distribution of labour given that Bell Design are experts in graphics, and my
talents lie in systems development rather than creative Web design.

Given that the Mark I ISA Shop site is a relatively small affair, but exhibiting some com-
plexity (the form script and PDF detection routines in particular), I have decided to model
those elements to be built. The model consists simply of a class diagram drawn in Rational
Rose using the WAE for UML. This tested effectively my theory that a class diagram (preceeded
by an appropriate specification/use case model) will be enough.

4.4.1 A useful addition

One may already be aware that Mr Conallen believes that the modelling of presentation logic
is not important. Surely this is not correct given the current pressure to develop e-commerce
sites. With more and more appearing each day and the choice ever expanding — sites need to
be catchy, i.e. they need to look good. It would therefore be helpful if one could represent the
look of the site so that all the stakeholders can gain an overview of the site before committing
to it. This is a lesson learnt from the first phase of the project, and thankfully Bell Design
have a good process for such matters. Being primarily a graphic design company, Bell Design
are keen to develop good solutions and do this in an iterative fashion by grouping together
for an afternoon and developing several designs and then whittling them down to useful and
good designs. These designs are then chosen and marked up appropriately so that they can
be converted to HTML with ease, this is quite well demonstrated in appendix H, with the
sample plates I was given when developing the With–Profits site. Modelling the graphical side
of any e-commerce/Web venture is important, and this is something that I’d recommend be
added to the standard UML model (maybe along with CSS). The provision of a set of plates
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in appendix S with markup to indicate intended HTML colours was also very useful — this
gets around the problem of the wrong shades of colour being chosen. The marking of image
filenames is also helpful — this ensures exactly the right images are used. This type of drawing
is recommended to ensure Web developers are clear about what they are implementing (allows
a lot of clarification over images and colours to be done simply and quickly).

4.4.2 The form script

The form script is to be a multi-screen form written in form maintaining state through the
use of hidden variables that are past via POST over HTTP. State is changed by shifting the
argument list and subroutines will be developed for each state — at the head of each subroutine
is a check as to whether or not the subroutine is to handle the current state or simply return
passing on it’s variables (i.e. maintaining state). The form is meant to handle the two forms
of literature request, one from the Guide to With-Profits Bonds and the other from the Income
Guide and also requests for printed copies of either of the three guides. Shared functions will
provide a degree of commonality and two-level hashing will be used to store the current state.
The first level of the hash maps a form name to a further hash of states. Each of these states
maps a name such as “Address Details” to a subroutine that can process that information.

Following initial confirmation from Bell Design, the results are to be mailed to main enquiries
address for the ISA Shop - enquiries@isa-shop.co.uk.

The class diagram for the design is shown in appendix J, with the logical view report
generated by Rational Rose (includes notes on operations etc.) included in appendix I.

In this case producing a model helped identify all the inputs beforehand and also a structure
that could be used to process these. However, with just a class diagram it is difficult to model
what is happening with the server generated page. Basically the user interacts with one screen
at a time which is generated by the Perl script and the subroutine that is supposed to be
handling that state, so if the user had previously selected “Address Details”, then they would
be interacting with a page generated by the subroutine addr(). This page changes depending
upon the state and therefore has different input fields for each state. This cannot be modelled
on the standard class diagram — it is not accurate to state all possible input fields which is what
has been done in appendix J, since not all states will have all fields present on the generated
page. It is perhaps better to only put on common fields such as the hidden fields (not included
in this case). To fully capture this situation it is necessary to have one generated page for
each state (this would have to be noted), and also an interaction diagram to demonstrate the
sequence in which the pages are generated. This did not pose a problem because I had a good
idea how the script was to work, but the model is somewhat lacking in it’s current form (hence
the suggestions, those should clarify the situation). A component diagram could also have been
produced, however, this did not seem to be necessary for this case, since a 1-1 mapping exists
between objects and scripts – this may not be the case for truly OO Perl though.

On a purely cosmetic note, the WAE Icons provided for Rational Rose do not seem to handle
large classes very well. It is very obvious why Mr Conallen chooses to use the standard UML
class icon (with the stereotype expressed in guillemets of course) rather than his own icons for
anything vaguely complex.

Note that the design presented here is version 4, a number of changes have been made to
the design and the most recent one is presented here.
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4.4.3 Banner Ad Script

This was basically a very basic script to randomly choose an advert (stored as a GIF image) and
return it via HTTP (it should return with the MIME type image/gif so that it can be referenced
from <IMG> tags. A class diagram of the site and script is shown in appendix L (a logical view
report is shown as appendix K). As one can see there is nothing special here, we simply treat
the advertisement as an aggregate of each page. This was a case where admittedly producing a
class diagram didn’t help much — mainly because the Perl script was very quick and simple to
write. The interesting feature of this diagram is that it shows the 5 main pages and how they
are linked to each other, the form itself is shown as being linked, though technically it’s the
generated page — however, we again find ourselves in the territory of deciding whether to have
a page for each state or just a single one, also how do we represent the links between the server
generated page and the remainder of the static HTML pages? One can already see that the
representation is complicated enough, since each page contains the same navigation bar and is
linked to every other through it (links are represented as a standard unidirectional association
with the ¡¡link¿¿ stereotype); this was painfully slow to draw and if I’d let Rational Rose place
the objects itself the diagram would have looked spaghetti-like; not entirely helpful. Because
of the complexity of the diagram I decided not wrestle with the issue of server generated pages
and linked straight to the script page itself — also note that the representation in that diagram
is simplified since we have already seen it in depth elsewhere.

4.4.4 PDF Detection

This involves executing a client-side script to determine the platform and for Netscape browsers
whether or not navigator.mimeTypes.[application/pdf] contains an instance of a plugin
object or in the case of Microsoft Internet Explorer, whether or not the MIME type applica-
tion/pdf has an application associated with it (tested through the <OBJECT> tag). Detecting
support for PDF documents is not a trivial task and no other examples were available so this
has been generated from scratch, with some help from sources documenting the detection of
Macromedia Flash the only sort of plugin detection that is done on a wide scale.

When designing and modelling this originally, no clear idea existed as to how to do this,
and as a result the design had to be re-factored following research (see [Bec00] for more details
on Refactoring). Included in this document is the re-factored design. The logical structure is
included as appendix M and the class diagram (very simple and focusing only on the pages
directly involved, i.e. the Guide and PDF help pages) is included as appendix N.

This was quite heavily researched and was fairly time consuming. The email containing a
digest of the research and possible ways forward as well as that indicating the completion of
the work are to be found in appendix O.

There were no real issues with UML here, it was just a simple way of representing the
design, also Rational Rose was quite useful for outlining the semantics in a structured way, it
does have very good facilities for separating bits of the design.

4.5 Implementation

The implementation details will be listed for each of the items implemented.
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4.5.1 The Form Script

The implementation of the form script differs in certain minor ways from the design. The main
difference is that the script does not handle it’s own object instances. The script simply imports
the functions into the current name-space and lets Perl do all the object management. Also
the HTML generation code is now part of main script.

In terms of actual implementation issues, there weren’t any major issues. There was a minor
fright when the script was uploaded to Demon’s web server in that it didn’t work. This was
because Demon were using an old version of the CGI::pm library, this was fixed by uploading
a newer version to the cgi-bin directory and adding it to the search path. Apart from that
there were no major problems. The script was thoroughly tested by selecting checkboxes, etc.
filling in details and then checking that the sent mail (tested on a private network initially, and
then on Demon’s web server, with the mail going to a personal address) correlated with the
selections.

The code (which has been slightly modified at Bell Design) is included as appendix P.

4.5.2 Banner Ad Script

No implementation problems/issues here. The code is included as appendix Q.

4.5.3 PDF Detection

Once researched, implementation posed no real problems. The code is included as appendix R.

4.6 Evaluation

All in all, this stage of the project was executed far better than the last. There were still
delays and getting things at the very last minute at times made things stressful. Whilst the
internal schedule agreed was not completely met when developing the form script, the main
hard deadline of March 31st, 2000 was. In a rather amusing twist, the people we were rushing
for — the advertisers failed to turn up on time with the adverts! The site developed so far is
much better and is along the lines that I had originally envisaged back in November (if only
I’d been more forceful with my arguments!). The Guide to With-Profits Bonds is completely
live along with the literature request form. The Income Guide will be placed on-line by Bell
Design as soon as it has been updated for this current year. Thankfully the Income Guide can
be placed on-line with the existing infrastructure developed (just changes to one or two images
and some of the copy needed), so that should be a straightforward task.

I did get a chance to see some of the problems of modelling with the UML and whilst
generally useful, the icons need changing and for cases where you have complex interactions
taking place such as the forms script, it is not sufficient to just use a class diagram.

Best of all, from informal discussions with Mr Graves, it appears that the ISA Shop are
happy with the current site.

4.7 Screen grabs

There now follow some screen grabs. To view the completed With-Profits site go to
http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb.
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Figure 4.2: Guide to With-Profits Bonds, section 2: The guide with PDF detection
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Figure 4.3: Guide to With-Profits Bonds, section 3: Download help
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Figure 4.4: Guide to With-Profits Bonds, section 5: Literature request
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Mark II ISA Shop site

The Mark II ISA Shop site, is the future of this project. This was what I’d hoped to design and
implement originally, however, as one can gather from reading this document, this has not been
possible for a number of reasons. However, I have been involved in the design processes with
Bell Design and have attended two full days of design meetings at their London office (March
22nd, 2000 and April 14th, 2000). I had hoped to include more details here but due to time
constraints am unable to do this.

The design produced to date has been broadly in line with my ideas, but better in many
areas, this is thanks to the expertise of the team at Bell Design. I have included the de-
sign/specification document released yesterday (May 10th, 2000), which will be presented to-
morrow at the ISA Shop (appendix T. Whether or not the design will be accepted is of
course as yet unknown. However, to get around this problem I shall include a document
detailing the decision taken and hopefully also looking at the work on the Mark II Site so
in more depth. This will appear at the start of next week. The page can be viewed at
http://home.clara.net/∼ajtruhlar/fs/mkii.html.
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Conclusion

Here are one or two reflective comments regarding the project as a whole. First of all, on a
personal level I have learnt an awful lot from this project. It was a difficult move to choose
a notation that I was unfamiliar with, and also to work with a company. One of the biggest
challenges when working with a company is to be able to work to their timescales, whilst still
performing academically. I had hoped to apply a full formal design process (the Rational Unified
Process) to the work I did along with looking at UML. This turned out to be a very ambitious
goal indeed mainly because the other parties did know the RUP or UML!

6.1 The site

The actual product so far looks quite good, I’ve tried it in a number of browsers and it looks
great in all of them (Mac, Linux, Windows). There is a good foundation there whilst the full
service is developed, although the existing ISA Guide is something of an inconsistency since
that remains in HTML. Nonetheless the commercial need to get the guides on-line has been
satisfied and if the design for the second phase is accepted then the ISA Shop are well on the
way to having a full on-line financial service, which would be ready later this year (Q4). A
number of lessons have been learnt about the best way to approach work like this, and I have
to say that getting a good specification and ensuring everyone agrees is definitely one of them!

6.2 The suitability of UML/WAE for Web/e-commerce develop-
ment

UML/WAE have shown themselves to be of use to Web developers, and if used only where
necessary can provide a valuable service. The WAE are lacking in a number of ways such as
CSS support, XML support and support for different MIME types. This is of course because
Mr Conallen does not agree with modelling presentation logic in his book. As already stated
this is an area where we differ. In the fast moving world of e-commerce and the Web, image
counts for an awful lot and getting it right is therefore essential. Modelling the appearance is
just as important as modelling the architecture. This does not need to be done formally as
long as it is done and everyone gets to see the designs. I happen to think that the ISA Shop’s
approach to this is particularly good, and would encourage others to follow.

All in all, UML is a flexible notation meant to encourage good practice. If one has the
time, resources and suitably skilled team, then there is no reason why a methods such as the
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Rational Unified Process should not be used as well. This is particularly true now that the
issue of Web development and the UML are beginning to be looked at. Rational’s recent paper
on the subject “Controlling the Chaos of Web Development” is one of what I expect will be
a growing line of responses to this problem. If on the other hand, there is a more difficult
situation at hand such as the one discussed in this report, then use what you can. Just by using
UML you are thinking carefully about what you are developing and that is probably better than
most other developers are doing when it comes down to Web applications. I would recommend
that you use as much as you can, but at the very least have some use-cases either written or
drawn, a class diagram (essential) and in more complex situations an interaction diagram. For
modelling systems where objects may be spread across different files such as ASPs, a component
diagram may be helpful. In addition to this, other diagrams exist to allow the representation
of procedures (activity diagrams which are similar to flow charts), and many others. The book
referenced as [FS00] is one of the best introductions to UML around, it’s a shame I discovered
the book so late on!
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A

Contact details

This appendix ties together some contact details that may be useful, mainly those people and
organisations that I have worked closely with.

A.1 The ISA Shop

My main contact at the ISA Shop has been Mr Ian Beestin, more recently I have dealt with
the Mr Charles Timm. Both can be contacted at the ISA Shop’s Nottingham office:

Address: The ISA Shop,
72 Castle Heights,
Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham,
NG1 6BJ.

Telephone: (0115)-958-7555
Facsimile: (0115)-958-7666
E-mail: enquiries@isa-shop.co.uk

Also note that the directors can be contacted individually via e-mail:

Mr Charles Timm: charles@isa-shop.co.uk
Mr Ian Beestin: ian@isa-shop.co.uk
Mr Martin Brown: martin@isa-shop.co.uk
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Appendix A. Contact details A.2. Bell Design & Communications Ltd

A.2 Bell Design & Communications Ltd

As you will be aware, the project co-ordinator at Bell Design was Mr Darren Graves, from
February 24th he was my main contact (all co-ordination went via Bell):

Address: Bell Design & Communications Ltd,
48 Margaret Street,
London,
W1N 7FD.

Telephone: (020)-7323-0200
Facsimile: (020)-7436-9200
E-mail: alan.bell@belldesign.co.uk

Mr Graves can be contacted in person at the either of the following e-mail addresses, note that
most of my communications with him were via e-mail using the second address listed below:

darren@belldesign.co.uk
darren@etla.org
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Draft specification (06/11/1999)

Please see overleaf for included document.
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On-line financial services
Anthony Truhlar <ajt97c@cs.nott.ac.uk>

Administrative web site http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/∼ajt97c/fs

Original definition:
In collaboration with a local financial services company, develop an on-line financial service that offers access

to advice documents and expertise for the public.

Background information
The With Profits Bond/ISA Shop is a Nottinghamshire based financial services company providing an invest-

ment brokering service where potential investors can research investments which the company can then carry out.
At this juncture it should be stressed that the company does not offer advice regarding investments, it merely
provides the means for potential investors to make informed choices about their investments which can then be
carried through by the company. By not providing individual advice for investments, costs are minimised, with
savings returned to investors in the form of a discount or cash-back. Currently all of the company’s business
is conducted via ordinary post and although the company has an ’on-line’ presence, this currently consists of a
placeholder page with bad links to the contacts page (the links reference a local page on the development ma-
chine), so the uploaded contacts page has to be explicitly loaded via user specification of the URL. Both arms of
the company (the ISA-Shop and the With Profits Bond Shop) have a registered domain:

http://www.withprofitsbonds.co.uk — The With Profits Bond Shop
http://www.isa-shop.co.uk — The ISA-Shop

Both of the URLs currently point to the ISA-Shop placeholder page.

Possibilities
The company recognises that by utilising the Internet there is of course significant potential to make the pro-

cess of making an investment from the research stage to actually investing one’s money much quicker. This will
involve the additional on-line provision of those services currently provided via conventional post (i.e. in parallel
with), except where this is deemed to be inappropriate. These services should take advantage of the additional
presentation opportunities provided by the web to enhance the existing material. Beyond the provision of the
existing services, new avenues are opened up such as on-line tracking of investments, which can of course be ex-
plored. Therefore this project is not just a case of making existing services available on-line, but also investigating
what else is possible with the web with respect to enhancing existing or providing new services.

So far...
Following an initial meeting with the company, it is clear that they have taken further steps towards placing their

business on-line. The ISA arm of the business is currently being placed on-line by a London-based web design
company. The extent of this is a system whereby potential investors can apply for the company’s investment
literature using a HTML form and it will be delivered through the post. So far steps have not been formally taken
to set up an on-line presence for the with-profits bond arm of the business though this is desirable, since sales
of with-profits bonds provides greater profit than sales of ISAs, however, the competition in the ISA market is
stronger - hence the initial investment in an on-line service for this arm of the business.

Initial requirements
Although at an early stage of the negotiations with the company, two routes seem to be available. FIrst of all,

there is the option of building on the work already done on the ISA site, allowing for instance the delivery of the
literature from service providers in PDF format, along with their own ISA guide. Issues such as keeping the site up
to date are of great concern, particularly since the company has heard of numerous complaints against other web
sites for not being up to date. Whilst the PDF guides from financial institutions would be easy to update (simply
ftp the latest one to the web server), the ISA-shop’s own guide is more problematic. The ISA guide produced
by the ISA shop contains general information regarding the process of obtaining ISAs along with performance
information relating to the various institutions that offer ISAs. This performance information is updated monthly,
and as a result, the company needs an easy way of taking the information, updating the guide (perhaps within a
spreadsheet), regenerating the PDF and then uploading this to the web server. This could be done by some form of
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application, in the best case to automate the whole process (i.e. obtain the information, do the update and post the
latest version of the guide), or alternatively to take a spreadsheet of some form that has been updated manually,
and then regenerate and post the document. This is of course just one of the issues. Other areas of interest
include the actual purchase on-line, though there are many difficulties with this due to the restrictions placed on
the company by their regulatory body the PIA. There are potentially a number of interesting issues to be resolved
here, such as interfacing with existing systems at the company (e.g. for on-line transactions) as well as ensuring
that plausible evidence is available to the PIA that the company has met it’s obligations when a purchase is made
on-line (i.e. that the client has read all the necessary documentation, is a UK citizen and so on). On a more basic
level, making an eventual system easy to use for staff with effectively little knowledge of the Internet and the web
is also a very important consideration (i.e. easy to use software or some form of guide may be required or both).

The possible alternative to building on the existing site, is to develop the site for the with-profits bond arm of
their business. Since no work has been done on this so far, it would be possible to start completely from scratch
here. The first stage of this would be similar to their ISA site - i.e. the ability to request literature on-line that
can then be delivered via the post, or electronically in PDF format. The issues here are similar to those for ISAs
although the information is typically updated less frequently (an OO design technique may lead to some software
that could be used in both cases though). Beyond this, it would be desirable to allow the generation of the personal
illustrations (these give details of the investment, expected return, etc.), live on-line, this would of course require
some form of interfacing with existing software - if achieved, this functionality could potentially be considered
’innovative’ within the context of on-line financial services. A final stage to such a site would an investigation and
possible implementation of on-line purchasing of investment bonds - again considering the strict PIA regulations
to which the company is bound. The sums involved for with-profits bonds are much larger than those for ISAs
and some form of account that could be settled by personal cheque may be the best way forward (the same applies
for the purchasing of ISAs - to satisfy PIA regulations, this is a matter discussed at length in the meeting).

There are two potential routes forward there, though there is a considerable degree of commonality between
the two, and a decent OO design may be able to provide software of use to both. There was no real pressure to
choose either route at the initial meeting, and I have not committed myself to a particular route yet. The general
impression was that it might be better for me to go for the with-profits site, since this can be built from scratch.

Approach
There are a number of approaches for managing a systems development project, from stalwarts like the gov-

ernment standard SSADM to much newer and different approaches like UML. SSADM and UML are the two
main approaches considered, since other design methodologies appear to be variants on these themes. SSADM
— Structured Systems Analysis and Design Method was developed by the Central Computer and Telecommuni-
cations Agency in 1981, and as well as being the UK government standard for the development of information
systems, it has now become very much an industry standard within the UK and also in the EU. UML — Unified
Modelling Language is an object oriented approach to systems development, based on Booch, OMT and other
well known OO design methodologies. UML was developed by Rational software in 1997 and is rapidly grow-
ing in use, with major organisations such as British Telecom and Hewlett Packard now adopting it. SSADM is
generally used for the management of large projects and is very traditional in it’s approach (i.e. functional decom-
position), whilst UML takes a modern approach to design allowing systems to be expressed in terms of objects
with extensions to support the modelling of business systems.

The large scale version of SSADM is likely to be inappropriate for this project since it is intended for use on
large scale projects (i.e. where there is a team of developers). This leaves Micro SSADM or UML as possibilities
for approaches to this project, with UML most likely to be chosen. I feel that now is a good time to use UML to
allow an effective study of developing a business oriented on-line service given that UML is growing in popularity
and may yet become a standard method of design for business information systems. This is particularly true now
that business modelling extensions have been developed for UML along with products such as the Rational Unified
Process, which is a form of knowledge base allowing developers to apply the best of existing techniques to the
analysis and design of systems.

Another worthwhile consideration is that many of the web applications that are currently around owe little or
nothing to the application of formal design methodologies. This somewhat unfortunate situation is largely due
to the plethora of tools that make the process of developing web applications without any real consideration to
design issues. It is therefore perhaps a timely opportunity to produce a case study on the application of a design
methodology to the development of a web application, rather than just an overview of how useful the methodology
was. This would hopefully result in successful product as well as an effective analysis of UML put to use in a
’real-world’ situation.
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Goals
Having had an initial meeting, I now have some idea as to how the project will proceed and what is required.

Below are the initial ideas and descriptions in the order they are likely to be completed; the importance of which
indicated by {core} for crucial, {optional} for ideas that would be nice but not essential:

• The existing brochures that provide information on the types of investments potential clients can make could
be placed on-line either as HTML or in Adobe’s Acrobat format. Acrobat format is perhaps better since
the look and feel of the existing documents can be more readily preserved with Acrobat, whereas HTML
tends to concentrate more on structure than anything else. By being in electronic form, the information
could be retrieved significantly faster (i.e. via indexed searches), and also at less expense the company.
In addition to preserving the look of the existing documents, the accessibility of the information within
these documents could be enhanced by for example introducing aspects of multi-media. One area where
this would be possible, would be where ¤ow diagrams are used to determine the user’s suitability of an
investment, this could be provided through some for of applet or other executable code (which could of
course be made to look pretty) - this can be embedded within a HTML document or linked from an Acrobat
document (this should work comfortably for browsers with an Acrobat plugin).
{core} - Absolutely required, still need to discuss multi-media with the company though (didn’t come up
at the initial meeting).

• The initial brochures provide the most general form of information to the client, from this, the client then
requests information on the companies that they are interested in. Whilst analysing the information, the
clients construct their own personal profile (determining the sorts of investments they can make based on
available capital, etc.). This process can be made much easier on-line, by providing the directed reading a
logical and helpful sequence, rather than having clients trail through the brochures.
{optional/core} - A little unsure on this one, this would be nice, but I suspect that is not essential, since the
individual is capable of doing this bit themselves.

• Once the client has decided upon the companies that they are interested in investing in, they then need a
’personal illustration’ constructing by the company. This forms part of the step prior to investment where
a ’personal illustration’ of the potential investment is provided to the client (this is a legal requirement).
This is something that could also be done through the on-line service, providing a much faster turnaround
over postal investment research. The obvious concerns of such personalised data being available almost
instantaneously to clients and other parties can be countered by some form of encryption (e.g. SSL).
{core} - Ideally this would be implemented, the backing is there, provided obligations to the PIA can still
be met.

• Having constructed their personal profile on-line, the client may then be ready to invest. This is something
that could also be done on-line, although given the large amounts of money involved, this is an area of
obvious concern. At least the process up to this point could be considerably improved, leaving the actual
investment to be done via the ordinary post, or if possible on-line. The issues here regarding PIA regulation
are key factors and whether or not this is implemented, depends on how well an on-line service can comply
with these obligations - as mentioned earlier.
{optional} - Very nice if it is possible, but that all depends on satisfying PIA regs.

The ideas above came up at the meeting and are all desirable. They are listed in the order in which they relate
to an investment made, which also happens to be the order of preference (the latter stages can be done via more
conventional methods if absolutely necessary, but the earlier fact finding stages are better implemented as web
applications).

Below are additional ideas. Most of these ideas are looking unlikely due to the additional problems with
the core components that have already been identified. Items such as mailing lists and chat rooms with staff in
attendance are likely to be difficult given that the company is running pretty much at full stretch at the moment,
and as a result does not really have time to spare for such things. The tracking of investments would also not
be practical since insurance companies make the investments and hence it is likely to be difficult to determine
exactly where the money for a given bond has been invested; the best that may be hoped for here would be some
form of account details querying, which may be possible, this is something for discussion (most of the discussion
so far has been related to actually selling ISAs and with-profits bonds rather than after-sales service). Here is the
original list (with descriptions):

• On-line tracking of investments. This of course depends upon what is actually possible. It seems that
certainly in the case of with-profits bonds, the investment is performed by an insurance company, and all
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that one has is a guaranteed return on the investment, which isn’t necessarily exciting to look at, but may
be useful. If this is indeed the case then the system could simply return the current state of the client’s
investment (i.e. how much has been earned so far, and how much they can expect to earn). If there are
possibilities beyond this (doubtful) such as tracking the investments made the insurance companies, then
this could possibly be included as well. This is of course subject to further discussion (it may be helpful
here to find out how much information the clients can get through the current system regarding the state of
their investment).

• Chat rooms for potential investors and company staff to use. These would be some form of web based chat
rooms (perhaps implemented as Java applets), that could be used by clients and staff to discuss investment-
related issues. It may also be possible to have some form of booking system so that clients could book a
time which is mutually convenient for themselves and the member of staff, so that a topic could be discussed
in more detail. Such chat-rooms could use encrypted streams to give users peace of mind.

• Mailing lists or bulletin-boards for potential investors and company staff (viewable via a web interface).
This would be an asynchronous form of discussion, where topics could be discussed in a much more con-
sidered fashion, perhaps viewable via a web interface (this is perhaps more suited to a form of bulletin board
where users leave messages and then relies are left later on).

Both the chat rooms and mailing lists could include some moderation functionality to ensure that they are
appropriately used.

Plan
Now that the decision to use UML for the design (effectively the product and it’s development will be a case

study) has been taken, along with my having gained some idea as to the main components of the system and
common functionality between the two approaches, the immediate step is to confirm with the company exactly
which route I’ll be taking (either extension of the ISA site or development of the with-profits site). There is still
a considerable amount of analysis/modelling to be done before actual design and prototyping take place. There
now follows an admittedly sketchy time plan for the project, this is very much subject to change:

• 26 or 27/10/1999

– Contact the company to arrange next meeting and confirm route forward.

• 29/10/1999

– Provide the TSG with the Project Equipment Request form.

• 26/10/1999-19/11/1999

– Learn UML/RUP and construct an accurate use-case or otherwise based model of the business logic
to be implemented as a web application. This will ideally by the end of this time be expressed in UML
notation.

• 19/11/1999-15/12/1999

– Develop designs for the proposed system maintaining close co-operation with the company (i.e. get
the designs reviewed), possibly constructing prototypes to aid the process. Ideally all design will be
expressed in the interim report.

• 15/12/1999

– Submit interim report.

• 15/12/1999-10/01/2000

– Refine designs w.r.t to comments from the company (get them absolutely right). Begin coding. Doc-
ument the effectiveness of UML/RUP so far.

• 10/01/2000-25/04/2000
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– Development of the web applications, including all the relevant UML and other documentation. The
dissertation should be well on it’s way by the end of this period. User documentation should be well
on the way to completion also.

• 25/04/2000-12/05/2000

– Completing the dissertation and necessary documentation for the company as well as beginning to get
things together for the presentation.

• 12/05/2000

– Submit final dissertation.

• 12/05/2000-presentation date

– Prepare final presentation.

NB: This is very rough indeed and as such is subject to alteration.
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Initial time plan

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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Initial time plan
Project: On-line financial services

Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar <ajt97c@cs.nott.ac.uk>

This document is an initial projection of how time will be used during the project. Please bear in mind that whilst the
projections for the time until Christmas may be reasonably accurate, beyond this, they are subject considerable
change; this is particularly true since I have a ‘client’ to work with. The project events have been abstracted to task-
level in order to allow their depiction on a PERT chart. Events indicated in red are non-negotiable deadlines.

Here is a tabular summary of key events for the project:

Task ID Start Date End Date Duration Description Precedence

1 05/10/1999 07/10/1999 2 Prepare initial specification document _

2 07/10/1999 21/10/1999 14

Read through documentation, extend 
the definition of the basic functionality 
set from above, and prepare to meet 
Ian Beaston.

1

3 11/10/1999 19/10/1999 8 Look at design methodologies that I 
could use to run the project. _

4 19/10/1999 17/11/1999 29
Learn the UML/RUP and any additional 
material so that I can express the 
project details formally.

3

5 21/10/1999 26/10/1999 5

Following the initial meeting with Ian, 
revise the specification, discuss options 
and arrange new meeting to clarify 
matters further.

2

6 26/10/1999 20/11/1999 25 Specify initial  system in terms of 
UML/RUP and produce SDP. 3

7 03/11/1999 12/11/1999 9
Archive the meeting in mp3 format and 
provide a text summary on the admin 
web site.

_

8 08/11/1999 12/11/1999 4
Obtain initial files from the ISA-shop 
(the with profits guide) If Quark files 
can't be used, order Word files.

5

9 08/11/1999 19/11/1999 11

Provide initial designs based on the 
company's wishes, hash up some of 
the wpb guide in the various designs 
and arrange a meeting where these can 
be demonstrated. (This may be acrobat 
vs HTML).

5, (8 part)

10 19/11/1999 26/11/1999 7 Refine designs if necessary. 9
11 19/11/1999 01/01/2000 43 Develop the basic with-profits site. 9,10
12 19/11/1999 15/12/1999 26 Write interim report. all except 11

13 15/12/1999 01/01/2000 17 Consultation on final stages of site 
development. 10

14 01/01/2000 10/01/2000 9
Meet and get ideas for additional 
features (e.g. interactivity, profile 
generation, etc).
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15 10/01/2000 31/01/2000 21
Additional meetings, perhaps with IT 
people at insurance co's such as NU 
who's systems mine will interact with.

14

16 10/01/2000 31/01/2000 21
Develop designs and express in terms 
of UML for the site extensions. 14

17 31/01/2000 24/03/2000 53
Develop iteratively the remainder of the 
site (repetition of steps to express 
design, review, re-express and so on).

15,16

18 06/03/2000 12/05/2000 67 Complete final dissertation 14,15,16
19 01/05/2000 19/05/2000 18 Prepare final presentation. 17
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Directory structure of the
on-line ISA Guide

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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An outline of the directory structure for the ISA site is shown below (directories):

www.isa-shop.co.uk

contents

contact incomeguide isaguide literature withprofits

basic discounts enviro fgrow fincome glossary intro options pep point whatappendix which

growth-
cat inter thematic ukeuroethical highin incat income

Directory - Breif description of contents
www.isa-shop.co.uk - Site root containing Java Script an assoc images.
contents - Contents with general buttons for nav bar for selecting either

of the guides, contact info or a literature request form.
contact - Frameset‡, HTML and image for contact info page.
incomeguide - Contains a single placeholder page (no nav bar).
isaguide - Contains the frameset for the guide along with common

images such as those for the navigation bar.
appendix - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the appendix.
basic - Contains frameset‡, images and HTML for the ISA basic

structure section.
discounts - Contains frameset‡, images and HTML for the discounts

& savings section.
enviro - Contains frameset‡, images and HTML for the investment

environment section.
fgrow - Contains frameset‡, images and HTML for the featured

growth section. It is worth noting that many images here are
used from framesets within the subdirectories that give
options to select particular funds. !! BUGETTE !!

ethical - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the ethical
sub-section.

euro - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the european
sub-section.

growthcat - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the growth CAT
standard sub-section.

inter - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the international
sub-section.

thematic - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the thematic
sub-section.

uk - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the UK growth
sub-section.

fincome - Contains frameset‡, images and HTML for the featured
income section. It is worth noting that many images here are
used from framesets within the subdirectories that give
options to select particular funds. !! BUGETTE !!

highin - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the high income
sub-section.

incat - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the income



sub-section.
income - Contains frameset¶, images and HTML for the income CAT

standard sub-section.
glossary - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the glossary.
intro - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the introduction.
options - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the investment options

section.
pep - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the PEP transfers

section.
point - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the points you should

consider section.
what - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the what do I do next?

section.
which - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the which ISA should you

choose? section.
literature - Contains frameset‡ and HTML for the literature request

section.
withprofits - Contains a single placeholder page (no nav bar).

‡: The images referred to by the frameset reside for the most part in the directory
isaguide whilst one or two others are in the directory above (e.g. the red ISA guide
image shown in the navigation bar). This is done through some very suspect HTML:

<TD WIDTH=140 HEIGHT=24><A
HREF="../../../contents/isaguide/point/point.html"><IMG
id="NavigationButton9283" HEIGHT=24 WIDTH=140
SRC="../../../contents/isaguide/points.gif"  BORDER=0 ></A></TD>

Why is it necessary to go back three directories and then back up again into contents
and isaguide, surely going back one directory would be more efficient - ah the joys of
machine generate code! (Also why give the buttons ID's? - they're not referenced
anywhere!).

¶: The images referred to by the framset reside for the most part in the directory fgrow,
except for those in the featured income section which reside in the fincome directory.
However, it is not quite that simple. Looking at the HTML for the framesets within these
sections, there are further instances of the kind of stupidity show above, but also there
seem to be image location problems. A prime example of this is the growth CAT standard
section (though other sections are similarly afflicted) where images for the navigation bar
(such as euro.gif for the european button) are referenced from the directory isaguide
rather than the directory above growthcat, some occurances of the problem are worse
where the blue (non-selected) button is in the correct directory such as gcat.gif which
is correctly in fgrow, but the red (selected) button is in the isaguide directory! The
structure is well meant and sensible if stuck to, so this must happen with the WPB site!



E

Proposed directory structure for the
on-line Guide to With-Profits Bonds

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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Proposed directory structure for the With Profits site:

www.isa-shop.co.uk

contents

contact incomeguide isaguide literature withprofits

appendix concept confidence environment explanation glossary introduction illustration referencesanalyse

cashback noncashback

Directory - Breif description of contents
www.isa-shop.co.uk - Site root containing Java Script an assoc images.
contents - Contents with general buttons for nav bar for selecting either

of the guides, contact info or a literature request form.
contact - Frameset‡(w+), HTML and image for contact info page.
incomeguide - Contains a single placeholder page (no nav bar).
isaguide - Contains the frameset for the guide along with common

images such as those for the navigation bar, explained in
detail above.

literature - Contains frameset‡(w+) and HTML for the literature
request section.

withprofits - Will contain a frameset, the HTML and images for the
WPB guide. (Images here will be used for the nav bar).

analyse - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
ANALYSE all cashback with-proits bonds section.

appendix - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
company profiles section (split into the following
subsections). This directory will contain images used for a
modified navigation bar following the ISA guide's example.

cashback - Will contain a frameset¶(w), the HTML and images for the
cashback subsection.

noncashback - Will contain a frameset¶(w), the HTML and images for the
non-cashback section.

concept - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
set out The With Profits Bond Shop's business concept
section.

confidence - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
enable you to invest with confidence section.

environment - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
detail the investment environment section.

explanation - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
 explain with-profits investments section.

glossary - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
glossary section.

introduction - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
introduction.

illustration - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
illustration request section.

references - Will contain a frameset‡(w), the HTML and images for the
references section.

‡(w): As for the ISA guide, except images are kept in the directory wpbguide. Eventually



it would make sense to have a central repository for certain images and to properly
seperate those images that are specific to either guide. A "+" in the parentheses (e.g.
(w+)) indicates that directories from the existing ISA site have been mimicked and the
images are in the directory isaguide; thus it may be sensible in a later re-organisation to
put these in a central repository.

¶(w): As for the ISA guide, except that the images for the frameset are in the directory
appendix, and the mistakes found will hopefully be avoided!
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Information architecture diagram for
the Mark I ISA Shop site

Please note that a colour photo-copy of the original typeset document provided by Bell Design
was included in the printed copy of the dissertation. I do not currently have this in electronic
form, but have retained a copy and am more than happy to supply colour copies on request. I
can be contacted at either ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk.
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Draft specification for the
Mark I ISA Shop site

Please note that a photo-copy of the original typeset document provided by Bell Design was
included in the printed copy of the dissertation. I have a late draft of this specification, which is
likely to differ in appearance and may differ slightly in content — this will be included overleaf.
I have retained a copy of the document submitted as part of the printed dissertation and am
more than happy to supply copies on request. I can be contacted at either ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk
or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk.
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1. Project Overview

1.1 This document has been prepared following various discussions with The ISA Shop team and Bell
personnel, most recently in our meeting of 24/2/00.  It sets out specific requirements for the development
of The Income Guide and Guide to With Profits Bonds sites.

1.2 Both sites are due to be delivered on 31st March. These sites will be hosted at the same location as
the current ISA Shop site.

1.3 Bell-e's  Project Manager will be Darren Graves and the day-to-day ISA Shop contact will be Charles
Timm. Formal approval is now sought to indicate agreement to all deliverables, costs and terms.

2. Site Overview

This section provides an overview of the core technical and business requirements for the web-sites as
identified through our discussions with The ISA Shop.

2.1 Business Requirements

* To provide comprehensive financial information about With Profits Bonds and other forms of income
generators, enabling a user to make an informed decision as to the product that best suits them.
* Visitors to the sites will range from first timers, looking to make their first investment, to experienced
users who know exactly what they want. The content and navigation within both sites will need to reflect
this.
* Visitors must be able to quickly retrieve information on their key areas of interest.
* All aspects of the site must reflect The ISA Shop's corporate identity and demonstrate close synergy with
the existing guides and marketing material.
* Banner advertising must be present on the home page and associated with the appropriate company
profile.
* The appropriate risk warnings and regulatory information must be present on every page.
* Both sites will be available to visitors on 31st March 2000.

2.2 Technical Requirements

* Given the target audience we can expect visitors' to be typically home users accessing the internet via a
56K modem, 800x600 screen resolution or above and Internet Explorer 4/Netscape 4 or above. For legacy
browsers, certain features of the site will gracefully degrade to a suitable alternative.
* Frames will not be employed within the site due to their adverse impact on search engines, ease of
printing and the ability to easily bookmark individual pages.
* Pages and documents should be easily printed to allow users to create hard copies for offline reading or
reference.
* Users will require Adobe Acrobat to be installed to view the supplementary material within the site.
* Pages within the site should aim to download within a reasonably short period (<30secs/page uncached).
For the online PDF documents the download time should be no longer than 5 minutes per section.



3. Site Content and Structure

This section provides further details on the site structure and content, highlighting the functionality that will
be made available.

3.1 Home Page

The home page is the visitors' first contact with the site and so it is important that it acts as a gateway,
quickly and efficiently directing visitors to the information most relevant to their reason for visiting.  It
should also provide visitors with an initial idea of what the guides cover and what the sites hope to achieve.
To supplement this, there should be a high level breakdown of how to use the site, to guide the user
through the entire process.  The home page will also contain the standard site-wide navigation bar
comprising links to;

* About the Guide
* The Guide
* The Illustration Request Form

A PDF Help and Contact Details option will also appear.  The site-wide navigation bar together with PDF
Help and Contact Details will appear on each page throughout the site. Short customer testimonials will also
be interspersed throughout the site, to help reinforce key messages and build the visitor's trust with The ISA
Shop.

3.2 Contact Details

This page will include the telephone/fax numbers, snail-mail address and general enquiries email address for
The ISA Shop.

3.3 PDF Help

The PDF Help section provides a brief summary of how to download and view the various PDF documents
found within the site. This will also cover the process of getting and installing Adobe Acrobat.  For visitors
that are reluctant or unable to install Adobe Acrobat, an online option to request a paper version of the
guide will be provided (via an email submission form).

3.4 About the Guide

This section is designed to provide visitors with a quick summary of why the guide has been written and
what is on offer. It will be split into 4 areas;

* Introduction
An outline of why this guide has been written and what it aims to achieve.
* About The ISA Shop
A summary of what The ISA Shop is and what it does or doesn't offer.
* What is a with-profit bond investment/the investment environment
A description of the type of investment(s) available covering the various options outlining
advantages/disadvantages.
* How to use this guide
A breakdown of how to use this guide and how to invest in your chosen product.



3.5 The Guide

Upon entering the Guide section, visitors will be presented with a list of each of the chapters within the
paper version of the guide, each providing a brief description of its content and the option to view the PDF
version (the size/average download time of the PDF document will be placed along side the download icon).

Visitors will also be given the option to download the entire guide as one single document, to enable them
to easily produce a printed version.

3.6 The Illustration Request Form

The Illustration Request Form enables visitors to request online personalised illustrations for the products
they are interested in. Upon entering the page, they will be given an introductory paragraph as to the
procedure and a list of all the available products. Upon selecting the relevant products, visitors will be
prompted to enter their contact details and any required supplementary information. This will then generate
an email request to be sent to The ISA Shop for processing.

4. Site Functionality

This section provides further details of the functionality present within the site.

4.1 PDF Documents

Browser detection will be provided which will automatically detect whether the visitor has Adobe Acrobat
installed. If not, they will be provided with an option to be taken to the PDF Help section, where they can
find out how to acquire the program.

4.2 Email submission forms

Email submission forms (including the Illustration Request Form) will enable The ISA Shop to gather
structured email responses from visitors ensuring that key items of information are entered.  The following
functionality will be provided;

* Any information submitted can be validated, with visitors prompted to correct errors/omissions.
* Emails will be automatically email generated from the visitor-entered information and sent to the
appropriate contact within The ISA Shop.
* There will be an option of sending the visitor a confirmation email, acknowledging their submission and
providing a brief summary of their request where applicable (e.g. a list of products they were interested in).

5. Project milestones

Given the live date of 31st March it is important that key milestones are achieved. We would recommend
the following key milestones be agreed;

Specification agreed by the ISA Shop 7/3
Design agreed and signed-off 7/3
Graphics Delivered 10/3
Full and final content provided to Bell 10/3
User testing commences 24/3
Final test/sign-off 28/3
Site live 31/3



6. Costs

As previously agreed, and allowing for the fact that Anthony Truhlar will assist us during this project, we will
charge a fixed cost of £6,000 to undertake this work. If the draft specification is varied to any great degree
we may need to revise this cost.

7. Copy requirements

This section sets out details of where copy for each section of the site will be derived from. Please note that
we expect The ISA Shop to provide copy unless stated otherwise.

7.1 Home Page

Brief introductory paragraph setting out what the guide covers and what is intended to achieve -
approximately 30 words.

7.2 About the Guide

* Introduction
* About The ISA Shop
* What is with profit bond investments/investment environment
* How to use the guide

These sections will be taken straight from the guide

7.3 The Guide

* Introductory paragraph
* Chapter descriptions

An introductory paragraph setting the scene for the guide - approximately 50 words and brief  chapter
descriptions (i.e for each of the major sections within the guide) of approximately 30 words each.

7.4 PDF Help

Bell will provide copy.  For the guide request form, the details gathered will be;

* Guide Requested - checkboxes will be provided for each of the 3 guides available, regardless of 'host' site
(Mandatory)

* Forename
* Surname (Mandatory)
* Address1 (Mandatory)
* Address2
* Address3
* Country
* Postcode
* Telephone
* Email (Mandatory)



7.5 Illustration Request Form:

A brief outline of the procedure and next steps should be provided - approximately 50 words. The form will
gather the following details:

* Illustrations Requested - checkboxes for each of them (Mandatory)
* Forename
* Surname (Mandatory)
* Address1 (Mandatory)
* Address2
* Address3
* Country
* Postcode
* Telephone
* Email (Mandatory)

8. Design

Appendix 1 sets out two example pages of a design which conveys The ISA Shop's corporate image,
maintains synergy with existing material and is simple and practical to use.
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Site appearance designs with
ISA Shop branding

Please note that a colour photo-copy of the original typeset documents provided by Bell Design
was included in the printed copy of the dissertation. I do not currently have this in electronic
form, but have retained a copy and am more than happy to supply colour copies on request. I
can be contacted at either ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk.
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Form script: Logical View Report

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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LOGICAL VIEW REPORT

Logical View
Contact_info

This class contains all of the methods necessary to generate and process the results from
form controls for collecting delivery (i.e. address) details from clients.

Driver
Driver class which when supplied with the appropriate argument will select the
appropriate specific form object (such as literature request) generate a client page which
can then submit the results back for them to be processed. This object will make use of
the generic HTML and form data (address - needed for all forms) objects.

Public Operations:
paper_request () : text/html

This option creates an instance of the Form object, and invokes instance methods gr(),
addr() to provide a form for requesting printed copies of the guide.

illus_sm_request () : text/html
This method creates an instance of FORM and invokes wpbI), gr() and addr() to provide
a WPB illustration request form.

illus_request () : text/html
This method creates an instance of the FORM object and then invokes the methods
incwpb(), dist(), isapeput(), gr() and addr() to provide an illustration request form
equivalent to that in the Income guide.

Form
This object (note the use of the term object - this is meant to be instantiated, since using
class variables alone there are quite serious concurrency issues when attempting to
accurately maintain state between multiple clients accessing requesting literature at the
same time) contains the methods for generating and processing the forms that are used to
request literature. The idea of separate objects (across files) was considered, but there is
not enough unique content to merit this.

NB: No need to instantiated other than by importing functions into current namespace.
Perl handles all this creating separate instances for each client. Function-oriented
approach has been used. (09/04).

Derived from Interface

Private Attributes:
states : Array

This is an array of hash tables. The hash tables map states to functions to draw and
process the appropriate screens for a given set of form controls. The array is associatively
indexed by the guide type so that the correct set of pages (as mapped through the hash
table and the appropriate array index) are shown for the chosen guide.

current_screen : String
The current screen (state).

Public Operations:
addr () : text/html

This method returns & processes results from the form controls for address gathering.
These controls correspond to the mandatory client details specified in the initial
specification document.



LOGICAL VIEW REPORT

Page 4

gr () : text/html
This generates & processes results from the set of form controls for selecting printed
copies of either the ISA, WPB or Income guides.

new_form () :
Creates a new form (constructor).

incwpb () : text/html
This generates & processes results from the form options for the with profit bond
illustration request as shown on page 76 of the Income guide (1). This differs slightly
from the function generate_wpb since the illustration request form within the WPB guide
features more bonds than that in the Income guide.

wpb () : text/html
This generates & processes results from the form options for the with profit bond
illustration request as shown on page 70 of the WP guide.

dist () : text/html
This generates & processes the form options for the distribution bond illustration request
as shown on page 76 of the Income guide (2).

isapeput () : text/html
This generates the form options for the ISA, PEP and unit trust illustration request as
shown on page 77 of the Income guide (3,4,5).  The sections have been lumped together
as they have in the guide and will be presented as a table.

Income
This class contains all of the methods for generating and processing the literature request
form as stated in the Income guide.

Interface
This is the user interface to the data entry parts of the site. This page is generated by the
driver object using other objects in the system such as HTML generation, and form
generation. The results are submitted back to the driver page and propogate back as
appropriate. The driver page uses this information to then email the ISA shop and client
as appropriate.

Note that we treat the form as an aggregate of this page. All of the methods for entering
and submitting form deata can be found in "Interface Input".

Interface Input
Derived from Driver

Private Attributes:
Forename : String
Surname : String
Address1 : String
Address2 : String
Address3 : String
Country : String
Post Code : String
Telephone : Long
Email : String
wpb_company : String

Selection for company client wants a WPB from - as in section 1 of WPB guide.
wpb_amount : Integer
wpb_drrate : Integer
wpb_incfreq : String
wpb_life : String
wpb_dob : Date
gr_guide : String

Set of checkboxes for choosing which of the printed guides you want (for all forms).
incwpb_company : String

Selection for company client wants a WPB from - as in section 1 of Income guide.
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incwpb_amount : Integer
incwpb_drrate : Integer
incwpb_incfreq : String
incwpb_life : String
incwpb_dob : Date
incdb_company : String

Selection for company client wants a distribution bond from - as in section 1 of Income
guide.

incdb_amount : Integer
incdb_drrate : Integer
incdb_incfreq : String
incdb_life : String
incdb_dob : Date
inc_isa : String

Input - select ISA from those listed (checkbox), checkboxes correspond to those found on
page 77 of the Income guide (section 3).

inc_pep : String
Input - select PEP from those listed (checkbox), checkboxes correspond to those found on
page 77 of the Income guide (section 3).

inc_ut : String
Input - select unit trust from those listed (checkbox), checkboxes correspond to those
found on page 77 of the Income guide (section 3).

NewInterface
Req_printed

This object contains the methods to generate and process the form options for selecting
printed copies of the guides.

htmlgen.pl - HTML generator
Contains methods to generate shard content such as HTML 4.0 headers, branding, etc.
This should be considered as a class since it does not need to be instantiated in order for it
to be useful.

This is not implemented in the first release of the scripts since they are unbranded - the
code generated by the main methods will be acceptable. Also additional methods will be
added as necessary.

Public Operations:
start_html () : text/html

This will eventually override the standard CGI:pm start_html() operation to produce
branded (ISA Shop) HTML 4.0 compliant HTML. At the moment the best start_html()
can manage is HTML 3.2 compliant code.

end_html () : text/html
As with start_html(), end_html() may override CGI:pm's methods. This is less likely
though, since I suspect CGI:pm's method is simply to supply something like
"</BODY></HTML>" in which case this is redundant.
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TOTALS:
 2 Logical Packages
 9 Classes

LOGICAL PACKAGE STRUCTURE
Logical View
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Form script: Class Diagram

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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htmlgen.pl - 
HTML generator

start_html()
end_html()

Interface

Form

states : Array
current_screen : String

addr()
gr()

new_form()
incwpb()

wpb()
dist()

isapeput()

11 11

0..*

1

0..*

1

<<build>>

Interface Input

<<input>> Forename : String
<<input>> Surname : String
<<input>> Address1 : String
<<input>> Address2 : String
<<input>> Address3 : String
<<input>> Country : String

<<input>> Post Code : String
<<input>> Telephone : Long

<<input>> Email : String
<<selection>> wpb_company : String

<<input>> wpb_amount : Integer
<<input>> wpb_drrate : Integer
<<input>> wpb_incfreq : String

<<input>> wpb_life : String
<<input>> wpb_dob : Date

<<selection>> gr_guide : String
<<selection>> incwpb_company : String

<<input>> incwpb_amount : Integer
<<input>> incwpb_drrate : Integer
<<input>> incwpb_incfreq : String

<<input>> incwpb_life : String
<<input>> incwpb_dob : Date

<<selection>> incdb_company : String
<<input>> incdb_amount : Integer
<<input>> incdb_drrate : Integer
<<input>> incdb incfreq : String

1

1

1

1

<<submit>>

Initial vals of states:
states(printed_guide) = gr(), addr()
states(wpb_illus_req) = wpb(), gr(), 
addr()
states(inc_illus_req) = incwpb(), dist(), 
isapeput(), gr(), addr()

File: D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\tmp1.mdl    07:38:05 11 May 2000    Class Diagram: Logical View / Main  Page 1    (1, 1)



<<input>> incdb_drrate : Integer
<<input>> incdb_incfreq : String

<<input>> incdb_life : String
<<input>> incdb_dob : Date

<<selection>> inc_isa : String
<<selection>> inc_pep : String
<<selection>> inc_ut : String

File: D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\tmp1.mdl    07:38:06 11 May 2000    Class Diagram: Logical View / Main  Page 2    (2, 1)
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Banner ad script: Logical View Report

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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Banner Advert Representation
Logical View Report

Unified Modeling Language Syntax

Includes Attributes And Operations

Includes Documentation

Generated May 11, 2000
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LOGICAL VIEW REPORT

Logical View
About With-Profits Guide

This is the page that gives the client the introductory details about the Guide to With-
Profits Bonds, this is in HTML rather than PDF to make the site more user friendly.

Public Operations:
init () :

An initialisation function - anchors to ? ?? Check
BrowserCheck () :

Sets up global variables regarding the nature of the current browser, it's version, etc.

resize () :
Netscape Navigator 4.0 resize rendering fix.

Banner Advertisement
This is a simple Perl script to provide banner adverts.

No methods here - small script (~20 ish lines)

Semantics are:
The script reads the filenames of the images present in an appointed directory.
Then a random number is chosen (between 0 and the length of the array).
This random number is used to index the array of filenames.
The chosen file is then returned with the http header "image/gif".

That is a rough outline of how it'll work. :-)
Contact

This page contains contact details for the ISA/With Profits Bond shop.
Public Operations:
BrowserCheck () :

Sets up global variables regarding the nature of the current browser, it's version, etc.

resize () :
Netscape Navigator 4.0 resize rendering fix.

Download Help
This page contains details of the requirements for Adobe's Acrobat reader to view the
various sections of the Guide to With Profits Bonds. Links are included to downloadable
binaries of Acrobat Reader (installation packages) for Windows and Macintosh.

Public Operations:
BrowserCheck () :

Sets up global variables regarding the nature of the current browser, it's version, etc.

resize () :
Netscape Navigator 4.0 resize rendering fix.



LOGICAL VIEW REPORT
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Literature Request Form
This Perl script is the generic literature request form for the site. It is shown in a high-
level view only here, it is fully represented with all parts in the class diagram
isa_shop4.mdl. [Perhaps it would be beneficial to add the full representation here too, left
for now to save time].

BTW: Will need full class diagram soon.

The Guide
The actual Guide to With Profits Bonds, split into separate PDF files.

Public Operations:
BrowserCheck () :

Sets up global variables regarding the nature of the current browser, it's version, etc.

resize () :
Netscape Navigator 4.0 resize rendering fix.
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TOTALS:
 2 Logical Packages
 6 Classes

LOGICAL PACKAGE STRUCTURE
Logical View
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Banner ad script: Class Diagram

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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Note: pdfdetection is not indicated here, since it is not necessarily going to be 
included in the final release. This was a late design -- ads not originally 
specified.

The unidirectional 
associations on the 
right are all links 
(stereotyped as 
<<link>>).

Banner 
Advertisement

The Guide

BrowserCheck()
resize()

Download Help

BrowserCheck()
resize()

Contact

BrowserCheck()
resize()

About With-Profits 
Guide

init()
BrowserCheck()

resize()

Literature 
Request Form

File: D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\generalmdl.mdl    08:27:21 11 May 2000    Class Diagram: Logical View / Main  Page 1    (1, 1)
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File: D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\generalmdl.mdl    08:27:21 11 May 2000    Class Diagram: Logical View / Main  Page 2    (1, 2)
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PDF detection: Logical View Report

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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PDF Detection (Refactored)
Logical View Report

Unified Modeling Language Syntax

Includes Attributes And Operations

Includes Documentation

Generated May 11, 2000

09:30:09

D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\pdfdetect_refactored.mdl
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Logical View
Download Help

This page contains details of the requirements for Adobe's Acrobat reader to view the
various sections of the Guide to With Profits Bonds. Links are included to downloadable
binaries of Acrobat Reader (installation packages) for Windows and Macintosh.

Public Operations:
DetectBrowser () :

A common piece of JavaScript inlined into all of the HTML pages to make slight
adjustments to the cascading style sheet so that the pages look as broadly similar as
possible on each browser/platform combinatio

The Guide
The actual Guide to With Profits Bonds, split into seperate PDF files.

Public Operations:
DetectBrowser () :

A common piece of JavaScript inlined into all of the HTML pages to make slight
adjustments to the cascading style sheet so that the pages look as broadly similar as
possible on each browser/platform combination.

DetectAcrobat () :
PDF detection as outlined in the draft spec.

Implementation target language: JavaScript.
promptUser () :

Prompt user as to whether or not Acrobat is installed. Save data to cookie.

Target language: JavaScript
issueAlert () :

Act appropriately when Acrobat is not installed - i.e. alert them and offer to take them to
the download help page.

Target lanuage: JavaScript

WPB Main
Parent for all 5 sections of the WPB site. This is the menu page with the 5 image-buttons
on it.

Does this page use JS for browser detection? (Check)
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TOTALS:
 2 Logical Packages
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LOGICAL PACKAGE STRUCTURE
Logical View
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PDF detection: Class Diagram

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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WPB Main

Download Help

DetectBrowser()

<<link>>

The Guide

DetectBrowser()
DetectAcrobat()
promptUser()
issueAlert()

<<link>>

<<link>>

File: D:\Documents\Project\Bell-e\pdfdetect_refactored.mdl    09:33:42 11 May 2000    Class Diagram: Logical View / Main  Page 1
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PDF detection: Research digest

Please see overleaf for the included document.

Return-Path: <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
Received: from Cs.Nott.AC.UK (pat.cs.nott.ac.uk [128.243.21.19])

by carlton.innotts.co.uk (8.10.0/8.10.0) with SMTP id e3C1kXE26926
for <ajtruhlar@innotts.co.uk>; Wed, 12 Apr 2000 02:46:33 +0100

Received: from much.cs.nott.ac.uk by pat.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa08876;
12 Apr 2000 2:46 BST

Received: from pat by much.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa08130; 12 Apr 100 2:45 BST
Received: from much.cs.nott.ac.uk by pat.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa08798;

12 Apr 2000 2:44 BST
Date: Wed, 12 Apr 2000 02:44:37 +0100 (BST)
From: Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
To: Darren Graves <darren@etla.org>
cc: Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
Subject: Analysis of options available for PDF detection and proposed route
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.10.10004120233230.7922-100000@much.cs.nott.ac.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII
Sender: ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK
Status:

Hi,
Having looked in depth at the possibilities for detecting whether or not a

client can reliably detect the presence of a PDF viewer, here are the findings
based on common browser/platform combinations:

Netscape Navigator/Communicator 3+ -- all platforms
================================================
This has already been achieved via the use of JavaScript and the
navigator.mimeTypes object. A test is done to ensure that an instance of a
plug-in object is present for the MIME type "application/pdf". This could
be further extended to test that the name of the plug-in is "Acrobat" if
necessary.
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Appendix O. PDF detection: Research digest

Microsoft Internet Explorer
===========================
As you are already aware, the browser object model in MSIE does not support
navigator.mimeTypes or navigator.plugins - this is confirmed by the Microsoft
Product Support Services article ID: Q232702 [1]. The suggestion within this
article is to use VBScript and FileSystemObjects to search for plug-ins on
the file system. This is the only real approach that can be taken for systems
other than Win32 running MSIE [3]. Given that VBScript is only supported on a
limited number of platforms in MSIE, even this is not an option on certain
platforms. JScript - Microsoft’s variant of JavaScript would perhaps be better
since this provides the same level of access to MSIE’s object model (i.e. I
can still access FileSystemObjects) and is available on more platforms than
VBScript [2].

NOTES:
[1] http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q232/7/02.ASP
[2] VBScript is available for: Win 3.x, 95, NT (Intel & Alpha),

UNIX (Solaris only atm).
JScript is available for: Win 3.x, 95, NT (Intel & Alpha),
Macintosh (68k/PPC), UNIX (Solaris & HP-UX).

[3] FileSystemObjects are only available in MSIE 5, MSIE 4 does not implement
them, this is explained in the JScript FAQ (under JScript->Documentation)
at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/scripting/. The explanation is in answer
to the question "How do I use the FileSystemObject in IE4?".

There now follows a breakdown of all the platforms MSIE is available on,
and the options for detection on each:

MSIE 3+ -- Windows 95/8, 2000, NT (win32)
-----------------------------------------
For Win32 systems the main way association between a client browser and
Acrobat is via the Adobe Acrobat ActiveX control (pdf41.ocx, pdf42.ocx for v3
and just pdf.ocx for v4 - likely to need to detect both controls). This can
either be detected using VBScript/JScript to make an API call and handle
exceptions. [This may only work in MSIE 4, scripting in MSIE 3 is shaky].

OR

MSIE 4+
Without the use of VBScript/JScript by using the <OBJECT> tag and the ActiveX
control’s CLSID (obtainable via the OLE/COM viewer in MS Visual C++, which
I have access to) the codebase would be set to a JavaScript function that
prints a warning (with link) about Acrobat not being present if the ActiveX
control cannot be initialised.

BUT
Whilst these methods are good for detecting the ActiveX control, they are
not much use in detecting whether or not Acrobat Reader is installed as
a helper application. The best that could be achieved in this respect
would be to use VBScript/JScript to detect the presence of Acrobat Reader
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on the file system -- of course it would only be possible to check the default
installation directory - systems where Acrobat is installed elsewhere
would fail this check. (The check would have to look for both Exchange and
Reader! :)) Also any checks on the file system would not work in anything
less than MSIE 5.

MSIE 3+ -- Windows 3.x (16-bit)
-------------------------------
This version of MSIE does not support ActiveX controls, so PDF files will
either be handled via a helper application or plug-in. The only way to
provide detection here is to again search the file system (i.e. MSIE’s plug-ins
directory and then for Acrobat, again based on default installation
directories).

MSIE 3+ -- Macintosh 68k/PPC
----------------------------
ActiveX controls of course aren’t supported on Macintosh, so we are left
with trying either to determine installed plug-ins or an Acrobat installation.
VBScript is unsupported on Macintosh versions of MSIE. Although JScript is
supported, as stated earlier, FileSystemObject is only implemented in MSIE 5,
so any checks of the file system would only be valid in MSIE 5. For other
versions of MSIE, there is *no* way to check whether PDFs can be handled
(navigator.plugins/mimeTypes is empty in all versions of MSIE). Testing is
difficult for me, since I’m only able to emulate a 68k Mac (a Quadra 900
running System 7.5.5) via Basilisk, so MSIE 4.01 is as high as I can go (I
haven’t come across 68k versions of MSIE higher than that).

MSIE 4+ -- UNIX
---------------
Again, ActiveX is out; also stuck with trying to detect a plug-in/Acrobat
installation via the file system. There is nothing that can be done for
MSIE 4 users again due to FileSystemObject, however with MSIE 5 an attempt
could be made - though I have no idea about the default installation
directory for UNIX versions of MSIE. This could be done using JScript
since VBScript is not supported on HP-UX whereas JScript is. Testing would
be difficult here, I don’t have access to a Solaris installation running MSIE.

Issues related to searching the file system
-------------------------------------------
As I’m sure you will appreciate, running scripts that perform searches on
a client machine is highly controversial at the moment, and whilst Microsoft
may favour this approach, many other people will not. It is quite possible
that such searches cannot be conducted with the default security zone settings
(this is implied in an MSDN article I’ve read) on MSIE, and this is likely to
produce warnings that will annoy customers and potentially provide negative
feeling. Considering this, are searches of the client’s file system even if
harmless worth this risk? This is particularly important when one considers
that such searches will fail on file systems where applications have not
been installed in the default locations.
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Summary/possible options
========================
Sorry about the length of this mail, but as you can see, the issue of PDF
detection is not simple due to the wide variety of ways it is handled
on different platforms. Given that Netscape’s detection has already been
successfully implemented, the only consideration is the level of detection
that we are to provide for MSIE, all options below should be considered to be
in addition to the detection already provided for Netscape:

1. Simply detect ActiveX controls, this would provide for probably the
largest installed base of users running a modern flavour of Windows and
MSIE version 3 (probably 4) or above. Systems where PDFs are handled via a
helper application or the Netscape plug-in (which can also be used (all MSIE
versions (>3)/platforms support this as far as I am aware), just to
complicate things yet further), rather than the ActiveX control would slip
through the net though (no pun intended!).

2. A step up from this is to provide all of the above, plus the use of
JScript and the FileSystemObject (for MSIE 5 users) to perform a basic search.
This could be done on for the different Windows systems, searching the
MSIE plug-ins directory (including a search for the Netscape plug-in, since
these can also be used with MSIE), and the default install location for
both Acrobat Exchange and Reader (versions 3 and above only?). This would
of course warn users they need Acrobat if they have modified the default
installation directory.

3. Macintosh; as above with searching the file system (JScript). This is
more challenging due to the nature of HFS on the Macintosh (the fact
that the drive is addressed by label rather than a letter, and that that
label can be anything at all, makes it difficult to reference files on the
client system; particularly if you don’t know what the default drive is
called, or how to determine it). If I can get around that obstacle, then
I could assume the default location to be "Microsoft Internet Applications"
on the drive containing the system folder (assumptions are easier on
Win32/16 e.g. C:\Program Files\Plus!\Internet Explorer).

4. UNIX; as above but catering for UNIX as well. The biggest problem here
is determining the default location for installation (there are many
possibilities, and without access to the likes of ’whereis’ or ’which’
it is potentially a problem). If I could find information on default
installation locations then this is a possibility (again limited to MSIE 5).

Proposed route:
===============
As one can see, there are a number of potential difficulties with file system
searching. As far as I am concerned, I am willing to attempt all of the
options (they are incrementally specified), though am not likely to have much
time, since coursework and actually writing the dissertation are becoming more
of a priority (particularly from the end of this week onwards). However, due
to the controversial nature of file system searching, I propose to implement
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1 (using JScript for ActiveX detection if the <OBJECT> tag proves
unsatisfactory) first, extending to 2 if this is agreeable, and 3 if it is
possible to reference the system drive using FileSystemObject and also
if it is agreeable, possibly 4, though given that the download help page only
caters for Macintosh and Windows, detection on UNIX may not be so important
(what do you think?).

Further references:
===================
The following technical support documents at Adobe’s web site describe
configuration of Acrobat with main browser/platform combinations, no
UNIX details are given. URLs are given for each platform:

Win 3.x/Win 95/8/NT (Netscape): http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/78c6.htm
Win 95/8/NT (MSIE) : http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/98fe.htm
Macintosh (MSIE) : http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/93f2.htm
Macintosh (Netscape): http://www.adobe.com/support/techdocs/8d56.htm

And finally....
---------------
Please note that the options outlined are based on what I believe to be
technically possible after a good deal of hunting around the Web, particularly
MSDN and Adobe. On my travels I have not come across other attempts to detect
PDF support, maybe I haven’t been looking in the right places. :-) If you
feel the path chosen is wrong for whatever reason, then please let me know,
also if you have any comments, etc., I’d be very happy to hear them. Once
again, apologies for the length of this mail, but I thought it best to
present all the information I have so far.

Regards,
Anthony.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Email: ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk (ISP) or ajt97c@cs.nott.ac.uk (Uni)

or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk
Mobile: (07788)-121131
Email forwarded to my mobile (first 140 chars): ajtruhlar@sms.genie.co.uk
Project: On-line financial services (sdb) http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/~ajt97c/fs
Home Page: http://home.clara.net/ajtruhlar
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Return-Path: <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
Received: from Cs.Nott.AC.UK (pat.cs.nott.ac.uk [128.243.21.19])

by carlton.innotts.co.uk (8.10.0/8.10.0) with SMTP id e3L2VI509787
for <ajtruhlar@innotts.co.uk>; Fri, 21 Apr 2000 03:31:18 +0100

Received: from much.cs.nott.ac.uk by pat.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa18819;
21 Apr 2000 3:31 BST

Received: from pat by much.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa11636; 21 Apr 2000 3:30 BST
Received: from much.cs.nott.ac.uk by pat.Cs.Nott.AC.UK id aa18791;

21 Apr 2000 3:30 BST
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2000 03:29:56 +0100 (BST)
From: Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
To: Darren Graves <darren@etla.org>
cc: Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar <ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK>
Subject: Plugin Detection (Implementation)
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.10.10004210255200.10716-300000@much.cs.nott.ac.uk>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: MULTIPART/MIXED; BOUNDARY="-559023410-851401618-956284196=:10716"
Sender: ajt97c@Cs.Nott.AC.UK
Status:

Hi,
At long last here is the PDF detection. Apologies for the delay, however,

I felt it necessary to carry out as much testing as I could. The implementation
consists of a JavaScript file which contains all the necessary functions
and this is imported into the HTML file at the top (just underneath the
<script> tag loading browser.js). It should be noted that I have used certain
definitions from browser.js based on the assumption that these would stay,
namely the instance data v, and ie (based on the instance of BrowserCheck()
currently created at the bottom of browser.js). All the code is contained
within the one script.

Files (attached):
-----------------
acrobat.js -- JavaScript functions that perform the detection
guide_det.html -- Guide page, this is the same as the main guide.html with
an additional line that loads in acrobat.js.

Both of these files have been uploaded onto Demon’s web server (acrobat.js
is in the scripts subdirectory) and guide_det.html is in the main wpb
directory.

Operation:
----------
The two functions cookie_update and cookie_retrieve are obvious and are not
described here. The function detectAcrobat() is the driver function for the
process and starts of by checking for the presence of a cookie name/value pair
"wpb_ar" which if set to true then Acrobat has been identified as being
installed, also checked is the presence of a name/value pair "wpb_nonag", which
if set to true, the user has indicated that regardless of whether or not
Acrobat is installed, they do not wish to be bothered again.
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Following this a check is made for IE, or not; if not, then the Netscape
method of using navigator.mimeTypes["application/pdf"] is applied, which if
containing an instance of a plugin object indicates a possibly helpful
association of some sort. If an instance of a plugin object is not found
then promptUser() is called -- this is described later.

If the browser is IE however, then we use the <object> tag. The implementation
here varies from my original suggestion, in that it is slightly more flexible.
I had originally suggested that the CLSID of the ActiveX control be used to
help identify the presence of an appropriate ActiveX control. The problem with
CLSIDs of course is that they are implementation specific, and it is then
necessary to know the CLSIDs of the ActiveX controls used for all forms of
Acrobat 3 and 4 (Reader, Exchange, etc). The original proposal was to do such
checks, I had begun to implement this, and it did indeed work successfully
(I’d implemented for Acrobat 3). However, following some perusal of the W3C
HTML 4.0 specs I noticed that <object> has a type attribute which can be used
to specify the MIME type of the content. I found that using this instead of the
CLSID was just as effective (the codebase attribute for either method is the
promptUser() function) in that if support for "application/pdf" was
present then the page would display without any prompts, but if support was
not present then the user would be prompted.

The benefit of using the MIME type rather than CLSID of the ActiveX control,
is clearly that this will work with current (tested with Exchange 3 and Reader
4 and both are happy with this) and hopefully future versions too of the
controls (of which we could not possibly know the CLSIDs in advance! :-)).

I had hoped that this method using the <object> tag would be platform
independent within IE, however, it is restricted to Win32 (tests in IE 4.01
on an emulated 68k Mac failed to detect the presence of Acrobat 3.01). It
has therefore necessary to include a platform check - if it is Win32 then the
<object> tag is used (it is effective) whilst for other platforms the users
are prompted (only other possibility would be a file system scan which would
not go down very well!) - through a call to promptUser().

Having covered the cases it can detect, promptUser() is called for those cases
that can’t be detected. All that happens here is that the user is asked if
they have Acrobat installed (OK=yes, Cancel=no), irrespective of answer they
are then asked if they would like this information stored in a cookie, if they
answer "yes" here then they will not be prompted again (regardless of whether
or not Acrobat is installed). Finally, if users had answered "no" when asked
if Acrobat is installed, they are prompted again (via a call to issueAlert())
and informed that Acrobat is necessary to view the PDF files and that it can be
downloaded from the download help page with the option being given to view this.
If they click "OK" here then a new window is opened containing the download
help page, "Cancel" leaves them to view the guide page as normal.

Here is a summary of some of the tests performed:
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Browser Platform Result

MSIE 5.0/Exchange 3.0 WinNT 4 Fine, no prompts.

MSIE 4.0/No Acrobat Win95 Prompt/cookie mech OK.

MSIE 4.0/Exchange 3.0 Win95 Fine, no prompts.

MSIE 4.0/Reader 4.0 Win95 Ditto.

MSIE 4.01/No Acrobat Mac68k (MacOS 7.5.5) Prompt/cookie mech OK.

MSIE 4.01/Reader 3.01 Mac68k (MacOS 7.5.5) Couldn’t detect, prompt/cookie mech OK.

Communicator 4.61/Exchange 3.0 WinNT 4 Fine, no prompts.

Communicator 4.61/Reader 4.0* Linux 2.2.10 Couldn’t detect, XFree86 3.3.4 Prompt/cookie mech OK.

Communicator 4.7/No Acrobat Win95 Prompt/cookie mech OK.

Communicator 4.7/Reader 4.0 Win95 Fine, no prompts.

Communicator 4.51/Reader 4.0 Sparc SunOs 5.7 Fine, no prompts.

Navigator 4.03/No Acrobat Win95 Prompt/cookie mech OK.

Navigator 4.03/Reader 4.0 Win95 Fine, no prompts.

Navigator 3.0/No acrobat. Win95 Prompt/cookie mech OK.

Navigator 3.0/Reader 4.0 Sparc SunOs 5.7 Not detected (no plugin) Prompt/cookie mech OK.

Opera 3.62/Reader 4.0 WinNT 4 Couldn’t detect, prompt/cookie mech OK.

Mozilla 5.0 [M15]/No Acrobat[3] Win95 No prompts of any kind. Page rendered normally.

Notes:
------
* No associated plugin installed.

1) All Win95 tests were performed on a Win95 OSR2 installation running
under VMWare 2 on under NT Workstation 4.

2) All Mac68k tests were performed on an MacOS 7.5.5 installation running
under Basilisk II under NT Workstation 4.

3) Plugin support within Mozilla 5 is a known issue, refer to the release
notes for the M15 release:

http://www.mozilla.org/projects/seamonkey/release-notes/M15-detail.html#plugins

>From a few quick tests, it appears as though
navigator.mimeTypes["application/pdf"].enabledPlugin evaluates to true
even when there is no plugin present. This means that the guide page is
displayed without any warnings, this does not degrade the experience in
any way - not a major issue since this will be fixed, and the type of user
using the likes of Seamonkey will know whether or not they Acrobat! :-)

Plugin problems are noted as bug #18656 and #32552. More info can be found
at Bugzilla. Information there seems to correlate with experience so far.

---

As a final note. One side effect of using the <object> tag in IE is that
Acrobat Exchange/Reader can be invoked in the background when the check takes
place. This may annoy some people but could also be very helpful (it is loaded
ready for viewing the PDFs). This has not happened every time I have used it,
I suspect it happens when initialising the ActiveX control. I suspect
that this would also be a problem if an API call was made to the ActiveX
control rather than using <object> to detect support...

Hopefully this implementation is useful, I have attempted to cover all forms
that can be detected, and for those that can’t I have allowed the user to
specify whether or not Acrobat is installed -- better than a file system
search! If there are any problems then let me know and I’ll see what I can do,
though I am running very short of time and need to concentrate on courseworks
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and the dissertation etc. Hopefully this implementation is as thorough as is
reasonably possible.

Regards,
Anthony

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Email: ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk (ISP) or ajt97c@cs.nott.ac.uk (Uni)

or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk
Mobile: (07788)-121131
Email forwarded to my mobile (first 140 chars): ajtruhlar@sms.genie.co.uk
Project: On-line financial services (sdb) http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/~ajt97c/fs
Home Page: http://home.clara.net/ajtruhlar
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Code: Form script

Please see overleaf for the included document.
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#!/bin/perl5 -wTI.
# Literature Requestor
# By Anthony Jaroslav Truhlar (ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk)
# 16/03/2000

# Import modules
use strict;
use CGI qw(:standard :all);
use CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser);
$CGI::POST_MAX = 1024 * 512;      # Maximum size of POST = 512k
$CGI::DISABLE_UPLOADS = 1;        # Disable file uploads

# Secure the path
$ENV{PATH} = ’/usr/lib’;
$ENV{IFS} = "" if $ENV{IFS} ne "";

# Declare local (private) data memebers
my %States;             # state table mapping pages to functions
my $Current_Screen;     # the current screen
my $Form_Type;          # type of form

# Parse form type from url (hence not affected by use of .defaults)
$Form_Type = url_param("form") || "nc";

# Hash of hashes of pages and functions.

%States = (
  nc            => {
     ’Default’            => \&default_page,
     ’Correct Form’       => \&addr,
   },
    pr            => {
     ’Default’            => \&addr,
     ’Submit’             => \&order,
     ’Cancel’             => \&addr,
     ’Correct Form’       => \&addr,
    },
    wpb_lit_req   => {
     ’Default’            => \&wpb,
     ’Address Details’    => \&addr,
     ’Correct Form’       => \&addr,
     ’Submit’             => \&order,
     ’Cancel’             => \&wpb,
    },
  inc_lit_req => {
     ’Default’            => \&incwpb,
     ’Distribution Bonds’ => \&dist,
     ’Others’             => \&isapeput,
     ’Address Details’    => \&addr,
     ’Correct Form’       => \&addr,
     ’Submit’             => \&order,
     ’Cancel’             => \&incwpb,
  },
);

$Current_Screen = param(".State") || "Default";
die "No screen for $Current_Screen" unless $States{$Form_Type}{$Current_Screen};

# Generate the current page.

standard_header();

while (my($screen_name, $function) = each %{$States{$Form_Type}}) {
    $function->($screen_name eq $Current_Screen);
}
standard_footer();
exit;
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################################
# header, footer, menu functions
################################

sub standard_header {

#############################

    my $baseref = "/wpb/images"; # Base href for images

    print header();

   print <<HTML;

<head>
  <title>With Profits Bonds - Literature Requester</title>
  <style type=’text/css’>
    h1 {font-family: arial, helvetica, sans; color: #009966; font-size: 25px;}
    h2 {font-family: arial, helvetica, sans; color: black; font-size: 20px;}
    p {font-family: arial, helvetica, sans; color: black; font-size: 12px;}
  </style>
<script language="javascript"><!--
function BrowserCheck() {
     var b = navigator.appName
     if (b=="Netscape") this.b = "ns"
     else if (b=="Microsoft Internet Explorer")  this.b = "ie"
     else this.b = b
     this.version = navigator.appVersion
     this.v = parseInt(this.version)
     this.ns = (this.b=="ns" && this.v >= 4 )
     this.ns4 = (this.b=="ns" && this.v==4 )
     this.ns5 = (this.b=="ns" && this.v==5)
     this.ie = (this.b=="ie" && this.v>=4)
     this.ie4 = (this.version.indexOf(’MSIE 4’)>0)
     this.ie5 = (this.version.indexOf(’MSIE 5’)>0)
     this.min = (this.ns||this.ie)
     this.js = (this.ie || (this.b == "ns" && this.v > 2)) ? 1 : 0
}
var is = new BrowserCheck()
//-->
</script>
    </head>
     <body bgcolor=’white’ link=’#006633’ alink=’#33cccc’ vlink=’#33cccc’ marginwidth=’0’
 marginheight=’0’ topmargin=’0’ leftmargin=’0’>
  <table border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ width=’100%’>
      <tr>
   <td bgcolor=’#339966’ align=’left’>
          <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif’ height=’5’>
          <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/wpg5.gif’ alt=’The With Profits 
Bond Shop’ width=’142’ align=’left’ border=’0’ valign=’top’>
      </td>
      <td>
<nobr><A HREF="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/aboutabout.html"><IMG SRC="http://www.isa-sh
op.co.uk/wpb/images/about.gif" BORDER=0 ALT="About With Profits Guide"></A><A HREF="http:
//www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/guide.html"><IMG SRC="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/guide
.gif" BORDER=0 ALT="The Guide"></A><A HREF="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/download.html">
<IMG SRC="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/help.gif" BORDER=0 ALT="Download Help"></A
><A HREF="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/contact.html"><IMG SRC="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk
/wpb/images/contact.gif" BORDER=0 ALT="Contact Us"></A><A HREF="http://cgi.www.isa-shop.c
o.uk/cgi-bin/www.isa-shop.co.uk/form.pl?form=wpb_lit_req"><IMG SRC="http://www.isa-shop.c
o.uk/wpb/images/request.gif" BORDER=0 ALT="Request Literature"></A></nobr>
      </td>
      <td>
        &nbsp;
      </td>
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    </tr>
    <tr>
      <td rowspan=’3’ valign=’top’ align=’left’ bgcolor=’#339966’>
        <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/side5.gif’ align=’center’ alt=’Abo
ut With Profits Guide’><br>
        <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/coins5.gif’ align=’top’ alt=’Coins
’><br>
        <p align=’center’>
        <p align=’center’><img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/info5.gif’ align
=’center’ alt=’For More Information Visit’><br></p>
        <p align=’center’><a href=’/index_isa.html’ target=’_self’><img src=’http://www.i
sa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/TIG5.gif’ align=’center’ border=’0’ alt=’The ISA Guide’><br></a>
</p>
<!--    <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/WPG5.gif’ align=’center’ vspace=’1
0’><br> remove when ready //-->
      </td>
      <td valign=’top’ height=’10’>
        <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif’ height=’5’>
      </td>
      <td rowspan=’3’>

<script language="javascript"><!--

if(is.min) {
    var realWidth = (is.ns)? window.innerWidth : document.body.offsetWidth
    var realHeight = (is.ns)? (window.innerHeight - 50) : (document.body.offsetHeight - 5
0)
    var currentWidth = (is.ns)? window.innerWidth - 16 : document.body.offsetWidth - 20
    var currentHeight = (is.ns)? window.innerHeight - 66 : document.body.offsetHeight - 7
0 
    var hide = (is.ns) ? "hide" : "hidden"
    if(is.ie5) {

     document.write(’<img src="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif" alt="" he
ight=’+currentHeight+’ width=1>’)
    }
    else {
     document.write(’<img src="http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif" alt="" he
ight=’+realHeight+’ width=1>’)
    }
}
//-->
</script>
      </td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
      <td valign=’top’>
        <table border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ valign=’top’>
          <tr>
            <td valign=’top’>
              <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/five.gif’ alt=’2’ valign=’to
p’>
            </td>
            <td valign=’bottom’>              <p><img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/
images/spacer.gif’ width=’5’ height=’101’></p>
            </td>
            <td valign=’bottom’>
              <h1>Request Literature &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;   &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nb
sp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nbsp; 
 &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp; &nb
sp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;  &nbsp;</h1>
            </td>
          </tr>
          <tr>
            <td colspan=’3’>
              <table width=’100%’>
                <tr>
                  <td>
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HTML

 print start_form();

}

sub standard_footer {

    my $baseref = "/wpb/images"; # Base href for images

 print end_form();
 print <<HTML;

                  </td>
                </tr>
              </table>
            </td>
          </tr>
          <tr>
            <td>
              <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif’ width=’55’>
            </td>
            <td>
              <img src=’http://www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/spacer.gif’ width=’1’>
            </td>
            <td>
            </td>
          </tr>
        </table>
      </td>
    </tr>
          <tr>
            <td align=’center’>
              <hr width=’70%’>
<p align=’center’>The With Profit Bond Shop is regulated by the Personal Investment Autho
rity (PIA). You should ensure that you have read the <nobr><a href=’http://www.isa-shop.c
o.uk/wpb/aboutabout.html#risk’ target=’_self’>Regulatory Information and Risk Warnings</a
></nobr>.
            </td>
          </tr>
  </table>
 <script language=’javascript’>
     if (is.ie) {
  document.write(\"</div>\")
  }
 </script>
</body>

HTML

 print end_html();

}

#############################
# subroutines for each screen
#############################

# Deafult page
sub default_page {

   my $active = shift;
  return unless $active;

  print p("To request literature on a particular type of investment, or to request printe
d copies of our guides, please select one of the following options. Below is a summary of
 the available options:");
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  print ul(li(b(a{-HREF=>self_url."?form=pr"},"Printed copies:"), "This simple form allow
s you to order printed copies of each guide."),li(b(a{-HREF=>self_url."?form=wpb_lit_req"
},"With Profits:"), "Fill in this form to request a personal illustration for a With-Prof
its Bond"), li(b(a{-HREF=>self_url."?form=inc_lit_req"}, "General:"), "A general form tha
t allows all literature to be requested."));

}

# Function bases
sub addr {

 my $active = shift;
 my @widgets = qw(Forenames Surname Address1 Address2 Address3 Country PostCode Telephone
 Email);
 my @wpb_fields = (
     ’Company’,
     ’Amount’,
     ’Income Withdraw Rate’,
     ’Income Frequency’,
     ’Life Assured 1’,
     ’Date of Birth 1’,
     ’Life Assured 2’,
     ’Date of Birth 2’,
    );
 # read entries to allow sanity checking

 my $choices = {};
 map {$choices->{$_} = param($_) if param($_)} @wpb_fields;
 my ($forename,$surname,$addr1,$addr2,$addr3,$country,$postcode,$tel,$email) =
  (param("Forenames"),param("Surname"),param("Address1"),
   param("Address2"),param("Address3"),param("Country"),
   param("PostCode"),param("Telephone"),param("Email"));
 my $cc = param("Cc");

 # maintain state by outputting hidden fields if page non-active
 unless ($active) {
   map { print hidden($_)} @widgets;
   map { print hidden($_)} @wpb_fields if scalar(keys %{$choices}) > 0;
   print hidden("Cc") if $cc;
   return;
 }

 # sanity check entered address information
 # Add address validation here (check box stuff should be OK).
 
 # output form controls
 if (url_param("form") eq ’pr’) {
     print p(b("Select printed guide."), "Please select the guides (if any) that you woul
d like printed copies of:");
     
     print center(table({-border=>0, -width=>"100%"},
       Tr({-align=>"CENTER"},
         [
         td([checkbox(-name=>’guides’,
                -value=>’The ISA Guide’,
                -label=>’The ISA Guide’),
           checkbox(-name=>’guides’,
                -value=>’Guide to With Profits Bonds’,
                -label=>’Guide to With Profits Bonds’),
           checkbox(-name=>’guides’,
                -value=>’The Income Guide’,
                -label=>’The Income Guide’)])
         ]
       )
  ));
 }

 print p(b("Address details."), "Please complete the details below to allow us to process
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 your request. <br>", b("N.B."), "Fields adorned by an asterisk (*) are mandatory.");

 print (table(Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Forenames*:"),
          textfield("Forenames")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Surname*:"),
          textfield("Surname")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Address*:"),
          textfield("Address1")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          (""),
          textfield("Address2")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          (""),
          textfield("Address3")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Country:"),
          textfield("Country")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Postcode:"),
          textfield("PostCode")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Telephone Number:"),
          textfield("Telephone")
         ]),
      Tr
      (td {-align=>"RIGHT"},
         [
          ("Email Address *:"),
          textfield("Email")
         ]),
     ));

# print p("Please check this box if you would like to receive an email confirming your re
quest.", checkbox(-name=>’Cc’, -checked=>’checked’, -label=>’’));

 print p("Click on ’Submit’ to submit your request, or click on ’Reset Form’ to clear the
 form values.");

 print p(center(to_page("Submit"), defaults("Reset Form")));
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}

sub wpb {

 my $active = shift;
 my @wpbfields = qw(wpbamt wpbrate wpblife1 wpblife2 wpbdate1 qpbdate2);

 my($wpbamt,$wpbrate,$wpblife1,$wpblife2,$wpbdate1,$wpbdate2) = 
  (param("wpbamt"),param("wpbrate"),param("wpblife1"),param("wpblife2"),param("wpbdate1")
,param("wpbdate2"));
 my $bonds = param("bond");

 unless ($active) {
  print hidden("bond") if $bonds;
  print map { hidden($_) } @wpbfields;
  return;
 }

 # print form
 print p(b("Request Illustration for With Profits Bonds:"));

 print p("Next to each bond, is the saving that can be made by dealing directly through t
he ISA Shop. These savings are given as cashback in the form of personal cheques. Please 
note that these example savings assume an investment of &pound;20,000 and these investmen
ts are not available when dealing directly with the companies. Other investment amounts w
ill provide pro-rata savings.");

 print center(table({-border=>0, -width=>"95%", -cellpadding=>5},
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [      
      ’Legal &amp; General’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;876’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Scottish Mutual’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;800’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Liverpool Victoria’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Scottish Equitable’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;800’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’CGU’
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     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;896’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Norwich Union’
      ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;800’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Colonial’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;600’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Sun Life’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;800’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Scottish Widows’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’NPI’,

     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Clerical Medical’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Royal &amp; SunAlliance’
     ]),
         
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;700’
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     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Friends Provident’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;700’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Britannic’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’
     ]),
        ),
      Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Eagle Star’
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;600’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"45%"},
     [
      ’Prudential’,
     ]),
         td({-width=>"5%"},
     [
      ’&pound;850’
     ]),
         Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
     td({-width=>"45%"},
        [
         ’MGM’
        ]),
     td({-width=>"5%"},
        [
         ’&pound;700’,
        ]),
     td({-width=>"45%"},
        [
         ’Scottish Friendly’
         ]),
     td({-width=>"5%"},
        [
         ’&pound;600’
        ]),
    ),
        )));
       

        print <<EOME;

<h2>THESE SAVINGS ARE NOT AVAILABLE IF YOU DEAL DIRECT WITH THE COMPANIES</h1>
<p>Having read your ’Independent Guide to With Profits Bonds’ I/we would like you to prov
ide me/us with a personalised illustration, as follows:</p>
<p>Please provide the following details for the bond you require details of:
</p>
<ol>
  <li>
    <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’-2’>
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    company name
    </font>
  </li>
  <li>
    <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’-2’>
    amount you wish to invest
    </font>
  </li>
  <li>
    <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’-2’>
    if withdrawals are required please state withdrawal rate, or amount, and frequency
    </font>
  </li>
  <li>
    <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’-2’>
    names of person/people taking out the bond (life/lives assured)
    </font>
 </li>
  <li>
    <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’-2’>
    date(s) of birth of life/live(s) assured
    </font>
  </li>
</ol>
<p>
As a guide we have given an example of a bond for £20,000 in joint names paying monthly i
ncome at a rate of 5% per annum.
</p>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                 <table width=’100%’ border=’0’ bordercolor=’white’ bgcol
or=’#006633’ cellspacing=’1’ cellpadding=’2’>
           <tr>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                           &nbsp; Company
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                           &nbsp; Amount (£)
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>Income<br>&nbsp; With-<br>drawal<br>Rate (%)
                                         </td>
                                   </font>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                           &nbsp; Income <br>&nbsp; Frequency
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                           &nbsp; Life or Lives <br>&nbsp; (joint) Assure
d
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#F
EFEFE’>
                                           &nbsp; Date(s) of Birth
                                   </font>
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                                         </td>
                                       </tr>

           <tr>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; ABC Assurance Ltd
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; 20,000
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; 5
                                         </td>
                                   </font>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; Monthly
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; Mr A B Bloggs <br>&nbsp; Mr C D Bloggs
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           &nbsp; 01 / 02 / 1933 <br>&nbsp; 04 / 05 / 194
4
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                       </tr>

           <tr>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           <select name=’Company’>
                                               <option selected>Select Company</option>
                                               <option value=’Britannic’>Britannic</optio
n>
                                               <option value=’CGU’>CGU</option>
                                               <option value=’Clerical Medical’>Clerical 
Medical</option>
                                               <option value=’Colonial’>Colonial</option>
                                               <option value=’Eagle Star’>Eagle Star</opt
ion>
                                               <option value=’Friends Provident’>Friends 
Provident</option>
                                               <option value=’Legal &amp; General’>Legal 
& General</option>
                                               <option value=’Liverpool Victoria’>Liverpo
ol Victoria</option>
                                               <option value=’MGM’>MGM</option>
                                               <option value=’Norwich Union’>Norwich Unio
n</option>
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                                               <option value=’NPI’>NPI</option>
                                               <option value=’Norwich Union’>Norwich Unio
n</option>
                                               <option value=’Prudential’>Prudential</opt
ion>
                                               <option value=’Royal &amp SunAlliance’>Roy
al & SunAlliance</option>
                                               <option value=’Scottish Equitable’>Scottis
h Equitable</option>
                                               <option value=’Scottish Friendly’>Scottish
 Friendly</option>
                                               <option value=’Scottish Mutual’>Scottish M
utual</option>
                                               <option value=’Scottish Widows’>Scottish W
idows</option>
</select>

                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           <input type=’text’ name=’Amount’ size=’6’ valu
e=’’ maxlength=’10’>
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           <input type=’text’ name=’Income Widthdraw Rate
’ size=’2’ value=’’ maxlength=’3’>
                                         </td>
                                   </font>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           <input type=’text’ name=’Income Frequency’ siz
e=’7’ value=’’ maxlength=’10’>
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
                                           <input type=’text’ name=’Life Assured 1’ size=
’20’ value=’’ maxlength=’60’>
        <input type=’text’ name=’Life Assured 2’ size=’20’ value=’’ maxlength=’60’>
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                         <td bgcolor=’#FEFEFE’ valign=’top’>
                                   <font face=’arial, helvetica, sans’ size=’2’ color=’#0
00000’>
      <input type=’text’ name=’Date of Birth 1’ size=’10’ value=’’ maxlength=’20’>
      <input type=’text’ name=’Date of Birth 2’ size=’10’ value=’’ maxlength=’20’>
                                   </font>
                                         </td>
                                       </tr>
                                   </font>

                                     </table>

EOME
;
       
 print p("Click ’Address Details’ to enter your address details, or click ’Reset Form’ to
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 clear the form values.");
 print p(center(to_page("Address Details"), defaults("Reset Form")));
 print "</form>";

                                 

}

sub incwpb {

 my $active = shift;
 my $incwpbonds = param("incwpbond");

 unless ($active) {
  print hidden("incwpbond") if $incwpbonds;
  return;
 }

 # print form
 print p(b("Request Illustration for With Profits Bonds:"));

 print p("To request an illustration for With Profits Bonds, simply select those that you
 are interested in. Next to each bond, is the saving that can be made by dealing directly
 through the ISA Shop. These savings are given as cashback in the form of personal cheque
s. Please note that these example savings assume an investment of &pound;20,000 and these
 investments are not available when dealing directly with the companies. Other investment
 amounts will provide pro-rata savings.");

 print center(table({-border=>0, -width=>"95%", -cellpadding=>5},
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’incwpbond’,
                -value=>’Legal &amp; General’,
                -label=>’Legal & General’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;876’,
           ]),
           td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’incwpbond’,
                -value=>’CGU’,
                -label=>’CGU’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;868’
           ]),
       ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’incwpbond’,
                -value=>’Clerical Medical’,
                -label=>’Clerical Medical’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;850’,
           ]),
           td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’incwpbond’,
                -value=>’Scottish Provident’,
                -label=>’Scottish Provident’),
           ]),
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           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;900’
           ]),
       ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’incwpbond’,
                -value=>’Prudential’,
                -label=>’Prudential’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;800’,
           ])
        ),
  ));

 print p("Click ’Distribution Bonds’ to request information on distribution bonds, ’Other
s’ to request information on other investments such as ISAs, PEPs and Unit Trusts, or ’Ad
dress Details’ to enter address details. Alternatively click ’Reset Form’ to clear the fo
rm values.");
 print p(center(to_page("Distribution Bonds"), to_page("Others"), to_page("Address Detail
s"), defaults("Reset Form")));

}

sub dist {

 my $active = shift;
 my $distbonds = param("distbond");

 unless ($active) {
  print hidden("distbond") if $distbonds;
  return;
 }

 # print form
 print p(b("Request Illustration for Distribution Bonds:"));

 print p("To request an illustration for Distribution Bonds, simply select those that you
 are interested in. Next to each bond, is the saving that can be made by dealing directly
 through the ISA Shop. These savings are given as cashback in the form of personal cheque
s. Please note that these example savings assume an investment of &pound;20,000 and these
 investments are not available when dealing directly with the companies. Other investment
 amounts will provide pro-rata savings.");

 print center(table({-border=>0, -width=>"95%", -cellpadding=>5},
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’distbond’,
                -value=>’Scottish Provident’,
                -label=>’Scottish Provident’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;900’,
           ]),
           td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’distbond’,
                -value=>’Sun Life’,
                -label=>’Sun Life’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
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           [
           ’&pound;800’
           ]),
       ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’distbond’,
                -value=>’Clerical Medical’,
                -label=>’Clerical Medical’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;800’,
           ]),
           td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’distbond’,
                -value=>’M&amp;G’,
                -label=>’M&G’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;770’
           ]),
       ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           checkbox(-name=>’distbond’,
                -value=>’Friends Provident’,
                -label=>’Friends Provident’),
           ]),
           td({-width=>"5%"},
           [
           ’&pound;700’,
           ])
        ),
  ));

 print p("Click ’Others’ to request information on other investments suchas as ISAs, PEPs
 and Unit Trusts, or ’Address Details’ to enter address details. Alternatively click ’Res
et Form’ to clear the form values.");
 print p(center(to_page("Others"), to_page("Address Details"), defaults("Reset Form")));

}

sub isapeput {

 my $active = shift;
 my $isa = param("isa");
 my $pep = param("pep");
 my $ut = param("ut");

 unless ($active) {
  print hidden("isa") if $isa;
  print hidden("pep") if $pep;
  print hidden("ut") if $ut;
  return;
 }

 # print form
 print p(b("Request Illustration for other investments:"));

 print p("The table below allows you to request illustrations on ISAs, PEPs
and Unit Trusts. For all of the investments, the savings are made by a reduction in the i
nitial charge levied by product providers. The values shown are based on an assumed initi
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al investment, other amounts will provide pro-rata savings.The assumed initial investment
 for each investment type is stated below:");

 print p(b("ISAs:"), "&pound;7,000 (the maximum allowed into a full Maxi-ISA in the 1999/
2000 tax year).", br(). b("PEPs:"), "&pound;6,000". br(),b("Unit Trusts:"), "&pound;10,00
0.");

 print center(table({-border=>0, -width=>"95%", -cellpadding=>5},
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         th({-width=>"45%"},
           [
           ’’,
           ]),
          th({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
           [
           ’ISAs’,
           ’PEPs’,
           ’Unit Trusts’,
           ]),
        ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Aberdeen High Yield Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Aberdeen High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Aberdeen High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;250’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Aberdeen High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Aberdeen Corporate Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Aberdeen Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Aberdeen Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;250’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Aberdeen Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’BGI Gilt &amp; Fixed interest’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;140’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’BGI Gilt & Fixed interest’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;120’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’BGI Gilt & Fixed interest’,
                      -label=>’’),
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           ’&pound;100’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’BGI Gilt & Fixed interest’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’BWD Rensburg Equity Income’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’BWD Rensburg Equity Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’BWD Rensburg Equity Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;400’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’BWD Rensburg Equity Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Britannia Higher Yield’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Britannia Higher Yield’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Britannia Higher Yield’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;400’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Britannia Higher Yield’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
        Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’CGU Monthly Income Plus’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’CGU Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’CGU Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;300’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’CGU Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
        Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Framlington European Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;227’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Framlington European Bond’,
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                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;195’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Framlington European Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;325’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Framlington European Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
        Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Gartmore Corporate Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;367’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Gartmore Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;315’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Gartmore Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Gartmore Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
        Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Jupiter Corporate Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;210’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Jupiter Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;180’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Jupiter Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;300’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Jupiter Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Jupiter Income’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Jupiter Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Jupiter Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                       -value=>’Jupiter Income’,
                       -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Legal &amp; General Corporate Bond’,
          ]),
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         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;17’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Legal & General Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;45’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Legal & General Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;50’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Legal & General Corporate Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’M&amp;G High Yield Corp. Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;140’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’M&G High Yield Corp. Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;120’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’M&G High Yield Corp. Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’M&G High Yield Corp. Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Newton High Yield Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;210’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Newton High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;180’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Newton High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;300’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Newton High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Perpetual High Income’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;350’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Perpetual High Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;300’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Perpetual High Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;400’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Perpetual High Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
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         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Perpetual Monthly Income Plus’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;210’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Perpetual Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;180’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Perpetual Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Perpetual Monthly Income Plus’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Perpetual PEP Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;210’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Perpetual PEP Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;180’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Perpetual PEP Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
            ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                             -value=>’Perpetual PEP Bond’,
                       -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Premier Dividend’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;315’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Premier Dividend’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;270’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Premier Dividend’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;500’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Premier Dividend’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Royal &amp; SunAlliance Equity Income’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;280’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Royal & SunAlliance Equity Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;240’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Royal & SunAlliance Equity Income’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Royal & SunAlliance Equity Income’,
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                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’Schroder High Yield Bond’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’&pound;210’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’Schroder High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;180’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’Schroder High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;300’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’Schroder High Yield Bond’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
       Tr({-align=>"LEFT"},
         td({-width=>"45%"},
          [
           ’INVESCO Lifetime Income Plan’,
          ]),
         td({-width=>"18%", -align=>"RIGHT"},
          [
           ’n/a’.checkbox(-name=>’isa’, 
                      -value=>’INVESCO Lifetime Income Plan’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’n/a’.checkbox(-name=>’pep’,
                      -value=>’INVESCO Lifetime Income Plan’,
                      -label=>’’),
           ’&pound;200’.checkbox(-name=>’ut’,
                      -value=>’INVESCO Lifetime Income Plan’,
                      -label=>’’),
          ]),
         ),
  ));

 print p("Click ’Address Details’ to enter address details or click ’Reset Form’ to clear
 the form values.");
 print p(center(to_page("Address Details"), defaults("Reset Form")));

}

# # Allow corrections to address form - delete all address parameters

 sub delete_address_params {

#  Delete("Forenames"); 
#  Delete("Surname");
# Delete("Address1");
# Delete("Address2");
# Delete("Address3");
# Delete("Country");
# Delete("PostCode");
# Delete("Telephone");
# Delete("Email");

}

# Sort uniq elements in array and return sorted array
sub sort_uniq {

 my @uniq;      # array for sorted non-duplicate items
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 my @sorted;    # sorted array
 my $prev = ’’; # scalar for temporarily storing previous value during sorts
 my $item = ’’; # scalar for current item

 my @in = @_;

 # sort uniq
 @sorted = sort(@in);
 @uniq = grep($_ ne $prev && ($prev = $_), @sorted);

 return @uniq;  # return sorted array

}

# Page to complete an order.
sub order {

    my $active = shift;
  my $cc = param("Cc");         # Cc control result (on/off)
  my $ccaddr = param("Email");  # Cc address for email
  my $text;                     # scalar to hold text for message

    unless ($active) {
        return;
  }

    # you’d check values here
    print order_text();

  # exit if nothing selected
  $text = order_conf_text();
  if ( $text =˜ /REQUEST_FAILED/ ) {
   print p(center(defaults("Begin Again")));
   return;
  }

    my $email = param("Email");

  # mail interested parties (if box checked cc to client)
  open(SENDMAIL, "|/usr/lib/sendmail -t") || die;

    print SENDMAIL "To: enquiries\@isa-shop.co.uk\n";
#  print SENDMAIL "To: dippydoppo\@yahoo.com\n";
  print SENDMAIL "Reply-to: $email\n";
  if ($cc) { # if cc to client selected - send them a copy
   print SENDMAIL "Cc: $ccaddr\n";
  }

  print SENDMAIL "From: enquiries\@isa-shop.co.uk\n";
  print SENDMAIL "Subject: Literature Request\n\n";
  
  print SENDMAIL order_conf_text();
  
  close(SENDMAIL);

    print p(center(defaults("Begin Again")));

}

# Returns HTML for the current order ("You have ordered ...")
sub order_text {

 my $html = h1("Thank you!"); # scalar for HTML to be output
 my $item = ’’; # item scalar for storing intermediate values
 my @uniq;      # array for sorted non-duplicate items

 my @wpb_fields = (
     ’Company’,
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     ’Amount’,
     ’Income Withdraw Rate’,
     ’Income Frequency’,
     ’Life Assured 1’,
     ’Date of Birth 1’,
     ’Life Assured 2’,
     ’Date of Birth 2’,
    );
 # parse address details
 my ($forename,$surname,$addr1,$addr2,$addr3,$country,$postcode,$email) =
  (param("Forenames"),param("Surname"),param("Address1"),
   param("Address2"),param("Address3"),param("Country"),
   param("PostCode"),param("Email"));
 my $bonds = {};
 map {$bonds->{$_} = param($_) if param($_) } @wpb_fields;
 my @incwpbond = param("incwpbond"); # parse choices of WPB (Income Guide)
 my @distbond = param("distbond");   # parse choices of distribution bonds
 my @isa = param("isa");             # parse choices of ISAs
 my @pep = param("pep");             # parse choices of PEPs
 my @ut = param("ut");               # parse choices of unit trusts
 my @guides = param("guides");       # parse choices of printed guides

 if (scalar(%{$bonds})) { # if With-Profits bonds have been selected

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following With Profits Bond :");
  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<table>";

  foreach $item (@wpb_fields) {
    next unless $item;
    $html .= "<tr><td align=’right’>";
    $html .= $item;
    $html .= ":&nbsp;</td><td>";
    $html .= $bonds->{$item};
    $html .= "</td></tr>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</table>";

 }

 if (@incwpbond) { # if With-Profits bonds have been selected (Income Guide)

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following With Profits Bonds :");

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@incwpbond);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<ul>";

  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 if (@distbond) { # if distribution bonds have been selected

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following Distribution Bonds :");

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@distbond);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<ul>";
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  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 if (@isa) { # if ISAs have been selected

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following Individual Savings Accou
nts (ISAs) :");

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<ul>";

  foreach $item (@isa) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 if (@pep) { # if PEPs have been selected

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following Personal Equity Plans (P
EPs) :");

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<ul>";

  foreach $item (@pep) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 if (@ut) { # if unit trusts have been selected

  $html .= p("You have requested illustrations for the following Unit Trusts :");

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  $html .= "<ul>";

  foreach $item (@ut) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }
       
   $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 if (@guides) { # if any printed guides have been selected

  $html .= p("You have selected printed copies of the following guides: ");

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@guides);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
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  $html .= "<ul>";

  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $html .= li($item);
   $html .= "<br>";
  }

  $html .= "</ul>";

 }

 # primitve address validation
 if ( ! ($forename && $surname && $addr1 && $email) ) {
#  delete_address_params();
  $html = h1("Error in input data.");
  $html .= p("A mandatory field is incomplete. Please click ’Correct Form’ to correct the
 address details on the form, or ’Begin Again’ to start afresh.");
  $html .= p(center(to_page("Correct Form")));
  
  return $html;
 }

 # check email address
 if ( ! ($email =˜ /\@/) ) {
#  delete_address_params();
  $html = p("Invalid email address supplied. Please click ’Correct Form’ to correct the a
ddress details on the form, or ’Begin Again’ to start afresh.");
  $html .= p(center(to_page("Correct Form")));
  
  return $html;
 }

 # complain if nothing has been selected
 if (! (scalar(%{$bonds}) || @incwpbond || @distbond || @isa || @pep || @ut || @guides) )
 {
  $html = h1("Sorry.");
  $html .= p("You haven’t selected anything.");
  return $html;
 }

 # Dump address details
 $html .= p("This will be delivered to the following address:");
 $html .= $forename;
 $html .= " ";
 $html .= $surname;
 $html .= "<br>";
 $html .= $addr1;
 $html .= "<br>";
 $html .= $addr2;
 $html .= "<br>";
 $html .= $addr3;
 $html .= "<br>";
 $html .= $country;
 $html .= "<br>";
 $html .= $postcode;
 $html .= "<br>";

 return $html;

}

sub order_conf_text {

 my $mail = ’’; # scalar for mail text to be output to
 my $item = ’’; # item scalar for storing intermediate values
 my @uniq;      # array for sorted non-duplicate items
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 # parse address details
 my @wpb_fields = (
     ’Company’,
     ’Amount’,
     ’Income Withdraw Rate’,
     ’Income Frequency’,
     ’Life Assured 1’,
     ’Date of Birth 1’,
     ’Life Assured 2’,
     ’Date of Birth 2’,
    );

 my ($forename,$surname,$addr1,$addr2,$addr3,$country,$postcode,$tel,$email) =
   (param("Forenames"),param("Surname"),param("Address1"),
    param("Address2"),param("Address3"),param("Country"),
    param("PostCode"),param("Telephone"),param("Email"));

 my $bonds = {};
 map {$bonds->{$_} = param($_) if param($_) } @wpb_fields;
 my @incwpbond = param("incwpbond"); # parse choices of WPB (Income Guide)
 my @distbond = param("distbond");   # parse choices of distribution bonds
 my @isa = param("isa");             # parse choices of ISAs
 my @pep = param("pep");             # parse choices of PEPs
 my @ut = param("ut");               # parse choices of unit trusts
 my @guides = param("guides");       # parse choices of printed guides

 if (scalar(keys %{$bonds})) { 
   # if With-Profits bonds have been selected
   $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following With Profits Bond:\n\n";
   foreach $item (@wpb_fields) {
     next unless $item;
     $mail .= "\t";
     $mail .= $item;
     $mail .= "\t";
     $mail .= $bonds->{$item};
     $mail .= "\n";
   }   
 }

 if (@incwpbond) { # if With-Profits bonds have been selected (Income Guide)

  $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following With Profits Bonds (as des
cribed in the Income Guide):\n\n";

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@incwpbond);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
  }
       
   $mail .= "\n";

 }

 if (@distbond) { # if distribution bonds have been selected

  $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following Distribution Bonds:\n\n";

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@distbond);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
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  }
       
   $mail .= "\n";

 }

 if (@isa) { # if ISAs have been selected

  $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following Individual Savings Account
s (ISAs):\n\n";

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@isa) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
  }
       
   $mail .= "\n\n";

 }

 if (@pep) { # if PEPs have been selected

  $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following Personal Equity Plans (PEP
s):\n\n";

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@pep) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
  }
       
   $mail .= "\n\n";

 }

 if (@ut) { # if unit trusts have been selected

  $mail .= "You have requested illustrations for the following Unit Trusts:\n\n";

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@ut) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
  }
       
   $mail .= "\n\n";

 }

 if (@guides) { # if any printed guides have been selected

  $mail .= "You have selected printed copies of the following guides (as described in the
 Guide to With Profits Bonds):\n\n";

  @uniq = sort_uniq(@guides);

  # step through array and print off items (checked boxes)
  foreach $item (@uniq) {
   $mail .= "\t";
   $mail .= $item;
   $mail .= "\n";
  }

  $mail .= "\n";
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 }

 # complain if nothing has been selected or fields incomplete/erroneous
 if (! (scalar(keys %{$bonds}) || @incwpbond || @distbond || @isa || @pep || @ut || @guid
es) || ! ($forename || $surname || $addr1 || $email) || ! ($email =˜ /\@/) ) {
  return "REQUEST_FAILED";
 }

 # include address details in the mail
  $mail .= "Client details:\n\n";
 $mail .= $forename;
 $mail .= " ";
 $mail .= $surname;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $addr1;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $addr2;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $addr3;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $country;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $postcode;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $tel;
 $mail .= "\n";
 $mail .= $email;
 $mail .= "\n";
 return $mail;

}

sub to_page { 

 submit(-NAME => ".State", -VALUE => shift);

}
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#!/bin/perl5 -wT
# Randomly select banner adverts from a directory - return the image (gif)
# Ideally called from within <IMG SRC>...
#
# By Anthony J Truhlar <ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk>
# 09/04/2000

# Import modules, etc
use strict;
use CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser);

# Appointed adverts directory
my $advdir = "/docs/www.isa-shop.co.uk/wpb/images/";

# Buffer
my $buf;

# Set the random seed to something reasonable
srand(time()^($$+($$<<15)));

# Obtain list of all gif images in the appointed directory
opendir(ADVDIR, $advdir) || die "Cannot open adverts directory.";
my @files = grep /\.gif$/, readdir ADVDIR;
closedir(ADVDIR);

# Print MIME header
print "Content-type: image/gif\n\n";

# Pick an image at random and send it via HTTP to client
my $random_index = rand(scalar(@files));

open(IMAGE, $advdir.$files[$random_index]) || die "Unable to open image.";
while($buf = <IMAGE>) {
    print $buf;
}
close(IMAGE);

exit;
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// PDF support detection routines
// By Anthony J. Truhlar, ajt97c@cs.nott.ac.uk or ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk
// 19/04/2000

 // a few declarations
 var chunks = document.cookie.split( ";" ); // chunkify
 var i, current;
 var today = new Date();
 var expiry = new Date( today.getTime() + 1E10 ); // life is approx 10 years

 function cookie_update( name, value ) { // set cookie
  if ( value != null && value != "" ) {
   if ( is.v >= 4 ) {
    document.cookie = name + "=" + escape( value ) + "; expires=" + expiry.toUTCString();
   } else { // graceful degredation, toGMTString() deprecated, NS 3.0 uses it
    document.cookie = name + "=" + escape( value ) + "; expires=" + expiry.toGMTString();
   }
  }
  chunks = document.cookie.split( ";" ); // update chunks
 }

 function cookie_retrieve( name ) { // read cookie
  for( i=0; i < chunks.length; i++ ) {
   current = chunks[i].split( "=" ); // seperate into name/value pairs
   if ( current[0] == name ) { // return value for matching name
    return ( unescape( current[1] ) );
   }
  }
  return null; // no matching pair
 }
 
 function detectAcrobat() {
  // check cookie: is acrobat installed? do they want a reminder?
  if ( ! cookie_retrieve( "wpb_ar" ) && ! cookie_retrieve( "wpb_nonag" ) ) {
   if ( ! is.ie ) { // ensure not IE (navigator.plugins is empty in IE)
    if ( ! navigator.mimeTypes["application/pdf"].enabledPlugin ) { // no plugin object
     promptUser();     
    }
   } else { // IE
     if ( navigator.platform == "Win32" ) { // ActiveX checks on Win32 only
      document.write(’<object type="application/pdf" codebase="javascript:promptUser();" 
width="0" height="0">’);
      document.write(’</object>’);
     } else { // cannot determine plugin support for other platforms
      promptUser();
     }
   }
  }
  
  return; // Acrobat available
 }
 
 function promptUser() {
  var installed = false, noremind = false;
  installed = confirm( ’We were unable to determine whether or not you have Adobe Acrobat
 installed. Is this the case?’ );
  noremind = confirm( ’Would you like to store this information in a cookie? If you do so
, you will not be prompted on your next visit.’ );
  if ( ! installed ) { // check whether warning is required
   issueAlert();
  }
  if ( noremind ) { // don’t remind user on next visit
   cookie_update( "wpb_ar", installed );
   cookie_update( "wpb_nonag", noremind );
  }
  return;
 }
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 function issueAlert() { // acrobat not present, download help?
  var redirect = false;
  redirect = confirm( ’Adobe Acrobat is required to view the PDF files. Do you wish to vi
ew the download help, where this can be downloaded?’ );
  if ( redirect ) {
   open( "/wpb/download.html", "_blank" );
  }
  return;
 }

 // perform the check
 detectAcrobat();



S

Marked up plates for the With-Profits
site

Please note that a photo-copy of the original typeset document provided by Bell Design was
included in the printed copy of the dissertation. I do not currently have this in electronic
form, but have retained a copy and am more than happy to supply copies on request. I can be
contacted at either ajtruhlar@clara.co.uk or anthony@doodle-bug.co.uk.
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1.0 Management Summary 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
This specification document sets out our recommendations regarding the structure, design and build of The ISA 
Shop’s next phase of web-site development. This follows discussions with key members of The ISA Shop 
management team to determine the way forward. 
 
These recommendations, when approved and implemented, will provide a number of significant benefits to The ISA 
Shop operation both in terms of assisting to generate new business and in reducing the ongoing operational costs of 
running the business. These benefits are set out in Section 2.2. 
 
This document will be presented to the Directors of The ISA Shop on Friday 12th May. 
 

1.2 Background 
 
The ISA Shop have developed a successful business selling mainly ISAs and With-Profit Bonds to members of the 
public.  High quality printed Guides are issued to potential customers who have responded to advertisements, 
generally carried in the National press. Most, if not all, of the initial commission is rebated to the customer providing 
The ISA Shop with a strong sales platform based on; 
• Expertise as evidenced by the Guides 
• Discounts unavailable to customers elsewhere 
 
In terms of web-presence The ISA Shop have, until now, merely made the Guides available on-line encouraging 
potential customers to respond by e-mail requesting either a copy of the Guide or a Key Features Document. There 
have been no links to any existing business processing systems or any advanced functionality within the sites. 
 
The directors of The ISA Shop are aware of the many benefits to be obtained through greater and more focused use 
of web-technology and have asked Bell eBusiness to work with them in achieving these benefits. 
 



 
2.0 Business / Market Analysis 
 

2.1 Business/Marketplace Overview 
 
As mentioned in section 1.2, the current ISA Shop business model is a traditional direct marketing driven discount 
operation. Newspaper advertising and limited PR generate requests for one of three separate Guides – The ISA 
Guide, The With-Profits Bond Guide and The Income Guide. These Guides provide investors with background 
information of a general nature regarding investments and then outline specific investment opportunities from 
individual product providers. Prospective customers would then request an illustration which, together with a Key 
Features Document and an Application form, would enable them to invest. 
 
The operation utilises the general mail system and is supported by an internal database created specifically for the 
purpose. There is currently no integration between the existing web-sites and the supporting systems within The ISA 
Shop. At peak interest periods during the year (e.g. end of ISA season), the operation becomes resource intensive in 
terms of dealing manually with requests for Guides and following up resulting applications. 
 
It should be noted that as an ‘execution-only’ provider, The ISA Shop cannot be seen to offering advice on specific 
products and so any development of the web-site must be fully compliant. 
 
In terms of the marketplace there are few direct competitors who provide both the ‘educational’ part of the offer and 
the discounts. Those that are in the marketplace do not yet offer an interactive web-site that supports the sales 
process. The majority of product providers do have specific web-sites and a handful of these provide the ability to 
trade electronically. 
 

2.2 Business Requirements 
 
In redeveloping the site we must be looking to achieve clear and measurable business benefits whilst retaining the 
core value The ISA Shop provides to clients – the Guides. In addition, further expansion of the site functionality in the 
future should be allowed for, as potential clients become more ‘e-aware’. 
 
The web-site should operate as an integrated part of The ISA Shop’s business operation. It is not envisaged that the 
web-site will be used specifically to generate more business in the short-term. The site will support the core offer to 
clients and provide additional functionality creating increasingly less dependence on the mail system and moving 
towards full electronic trading at some point in the future. 
 
Specifically, the web-site should achieve the following business objectives; 
 
• Act as an ‘umbrella’ site outlining the full range of The ISA Shop’s client offering. 
 
• Provide an intuitive means by which potential clients can determine the type of investment best suited to their 

individual needs. 
 
• Allow clients to quickly search, compare and select from the full range of products contained within the Guides. 
 
• Enable visitors to register with The ISA Shop so that on subsequent visits their previous activity on the site is 

‘remembered’. 
 
• Enable visitors to access Key Features Documents and Application Forms from the site resulting in a quicker 

buying process. 
 
• To enable synchronisation between the web-site and existing support systems resulting in less maintenance 

effort. 
 
In achieving these objectives we would expect to see reduced operational costs, greater client choice, shorter 
process times, a reduction in the overall print costs incurred by The ISA Shop and a platform for future growth and 
expansion. 
 



 
3.0 Solution Overview 
 

3.1 Site Objectives 
 
For a member of the general public, visiting and using the site it must fulfil several key requirements; 
 
• The site should act as a comprehensive learning tool for investment and product information. 
 
• It should proactively assist the user through the learning process. 
 
• Explanations of the investing jargon used, should be readily available. 
 
• For experienced visitors, they must be able to get to the area they want as quickly as possible. 
 
• Buying the products should be as quick and painless as possible. 
 
• It should offer significant benefits over conducting the whole process via using the traditional printed guides 

(e.g. enabling the visitor to perform their own comparative searches). 
 

3.2 Site Overview 
 
Taking into account the site objectives and business requirements, the proposed site sets out to be the premier 
learning resource for personal investments. This will be supplemented by a comprehensive range of products, which 
visitors can readily "buy" once they are happy that they have found the right investment for them. The resulting site 
will be composed of the following components; 
 
• Topic browsers, covering the major concepts associated with each of the types of products and investing in 

general. 
 
• Interactive wizards to guide visitors by the hand through the investing process, referencing areas for further 

research on key topics. 
 
• A comprehensive search facility, enabling users to quickly locate explanations and information on the major 

concepts and jargon used within the guides. 
 
• Comparative product searches, providing visitors with an intuitive way of comparing and searching through the 

vast array of products available. 
 

3.3 Process Fulfilment Model Overview 
 
With the new site providing much of the functionality to enable a visitor to complete the product purchasing process 
online, this has meant that the existing fulfilment process has needed to be modified (please refer to figure 1).  
 
The new process still retains the traditional fulfilment mechanisms, for completing the process by post, but has 
enhanced the process by; 
 
• For literature requests, the incoming requests are now automatically placed in the system for processing. 
 
• Key feature documents are now available online, thus reducing demand and manual labour for send the user 

back paper versions. 
 
• For visitors applying wholly online, application and personal details are automatically transferred to the system, 

reducing the manual labour when the confirmations from the provider are returned. 



Figure 1: Process Fulfilment Diagram 
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4.0 Site Specification 
 
This section provides an in-depth look at the site requirements, structure and content, emphasising the key 
navigational aids and functionality present. 
 

Figure 2: Site Structure  
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This site structure will follow a standard umbrella scheme, consisting of 2 distinct levels: 
 
• Overview Site - provides detailed information on the organisation itself and an overview of all The ISA Shop 

products. 
 
• Product Subsites - each subsite focuses on one particular product type (e.g. ISA, WPB), with specific details on 

the product and each of the providers’ offerings. 
 
This structure provides The ISA Shop with the flexibility of being able to either push a specific product or to support a 
focused marketing campaign, whilst still retaining some cohesion between all the differing products via the overview 
site. 
 

4.1 Site Requirements 
 
The typical functionality and usability requirements we anticipate from the target audience are; 
 
• Given the target audience we can expect typical visitors to be accessing the Internet via a 56K modem, a 

minimum of 800x600 screen resolution and Internet Explorer 4/Netscape 4 or above.  For legacy browsers the 
site will gracefully degrade and certain non-core features might not be available. 

 
• Frames will not be employed within the site due to their adverse impact on search engines, ease of printing and 

the ability to easily bookmark individual pages. 
 
• Pages and documents should be easily printed allowing hard copies to be created for offline reading or 

reference. 
 
• Pages within the site should aim to download within a reasonably short period (< 30 secs/page uncached). 

Ideally, this should be of the order of 10 seconds, depending on page content. 
 

4.2 Site Content and Common Structure 
 



Both the Overview Site and Product Subsites share a common structure. This ensures a consistent user experience, 
allowing visitors to quickly learn how to use core features which are the same no matter where they are on the site.  
 
The core sections are; 
 
• About The ISA Shop 
• Contact Us 
• News/Press Releases 
 
These will form the basis of the site wide navigation system, which will be supplemented by options for local content. 
In addition, there will be several general features available on every page; 
 
• User Login/Registration  
• Shopping Basket 
• Search 
• Home (via the logo) 
 
For regulatory purposes, in the footer of every page a brief risk warning will be present. This will link through to a 
page detailing the full regulatory details and risk warning. 
 

4.2.1 About The ISA Shop 
 
This section should provide the visitor with background information about The ISA Shop, what they offer and the 
services they provide. It will be split into 3 areas: 
 
• Introduction - a brief outline of who The ISA Shop are, their vision statement and goals (< 200 words). This is the 

initial page displayed upon entering the “About The ISA Shop” section. 
 
• What is on offer - a description of what The ISA Shop offers and the services provided (< 400 words). 
 
• Risk Warnings - Full regulatory information and risk warning (< 200 words). 
 

4.2.2 Contact Us 
 
This page will contain the general contact details and email address for The ISA Shop along with the option for 
visitors to make an enquiry and order paper versions of the guides. 
 
The Enquiry Form allows visitors to make specific enquiries directly to The ISA Shop via email, while the Order Guide 
Form lets visitors select the guides they are interested in and receive the paper version by post. 
 

4.2.3 News / Press Releases 
 
This provides a central area where visitors can access all of The ISA Shop’s news and press releases.  Upon 
entering this section, the user will be presented with a list of all the current news stories (<50 words) and summaries 
of the press releases. If a visitor is interested in a specific press release, there is a link for them to view the full 
version (< 200 words). 
 
For users interested in older information there will be an option to browse through an archive of all the news and 
releases stored on the site. 
 

4.2.4 User Login / Registration 
 
To access certain features of the site, visitors will be required to register or login before continuing. This ensures that 
personal details remain confidential and are securely held. When a visitor attempts to access one of these areas (e.g. 
buying a product) they will be prompted to either login or create a new account. Clicking “create a new account” will 
take visitors through to the registration wizard, where they will be asked to enter their name and contact details and 
then specify a password. In the event that they forget their password, they must also enter a quick reminder phrase. 
The user can change both of these at a later date. Upon successful registration or login, the visitor can continue with 
the desired activity. 
 



Anyone who has forgotten their password can request an email reminder by entering their username, (which is their 
email address), and clicking the reminder button. This will be the short phrase they entered during the registration 
phase, which should prompt their memory as to the password entered. 
 
For convenience, a cookie will be set so that if a visitor returns to the site they will automatically be given the correct 
shopping basket. However, they will always be required to manually login with a username and password for anything 
that requires access to their personal details (e.g. buying a product). 
 

4.2.5 Shopping Basket 
 
The "Shopping Basket" provides a convenient way for the visitor to keep track of the providers’ products they are 
interested in as they browse through each of the sites. This enables the visitor to do further research at any point in 
time (clicking on the product will bring up the products description page) on the most promising products, and even 
compare and contrast several products of differing types. Once the visitor has decided on which product(s) to 
purchase they can select them and proceed to "buy" them. 
 
The "buying" process is broken down into 5 main steps; 
 
• Visitors will be presented with a list of downloadable Key Feature Documents (KFD) for each of the chosen 

products. They must download and read each of these documents and agree that they have done so before 
continuing onto the next step. 

 
• Next, if they haven't already done so, they are prompted to login or register. 
 
• Once logged in / registered, they are asked to confirm or alter their contact details and add any supplementary 

information required. 
 
• The visitor is then prompted to download and print the prefilled application forms, sign and post them to the 

provider. Alternatively, they can ask for the forms to be posted to them that they can then sign and post on. 
 
• Upon indicating that they have successfully printed the forms, they will be taken to a success screen displaying a 

summary of their order and the contact details for the after sales support. 
 

4.2.6 Search 
 
The Search facility enables a quick search of a topic or term for a more detailed explanation. Whereas a traditional 
search engine will just index the content of every page, this search facility will be based on a glossary of key terms. 
Each term will have a brief explanation, references to other associated terms and links through to relevant pages on 
that topic. This mechanism will also be utilised to provide context sensitive help throughout the site, with the visitor 
being able to click on any of the key terms that appear in the text to get an explanation. 
 
For anyone requiring a quick overview of the sites structure a site map is also provided. This acts as a supplementary 
navigation tool for those visitors unable to readily locate the information they are looking for. The Site Map will be 
available at two levels of detail: 
 
• The default level will present a breakdown with a brief synopsis of each of the main sections (maximum 30 

words).  
 
• The high detail level will contain a page by page breakdown of the entire site, with each page containing a brief 

synopsis (maximum 15 words). 
 

4.3 Overview Site Structure 
 
The aim of the overview site is to provide a quick introductory guide to the various types of investments available. It is 
primarily targeted at first time investors with little financial knowledge, as the more experienced investor will go 
directly to the relevant product subsite. 
 
 
Thus in addition to the communal navigation items, the Overview Site will also include; 
 
• Investing 
• The Guides 
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4.3.1 Homepage 
 
The Home Page is the visitors’ first contact with the site. It therefore needs to act as a gateway to quickly and 
efficiently channel visitors to relevant areas of the site. The page should contain the following; 
 
• A short introductory sentence or paragraph outlining what The ISA Shop does (maximum 30 words) 
• A list of links through to the most recent News/Press Releases  
• Quick links to each of the guides 
• A starting point for both the Investing browser and wizard sections (this could take the form of questions 

challenging the visitor to find out more). 
 

4.3.2 Investing 
 
The Investing section aims to provide a complete information resource on personal investments divided into a 
number of self-contained topics, each tackling a key investment related issue. For example, topics could include; 
 
• Risk, Volatility and Timescales 
• Inflationary Effects 
• Portfolio Planning 
• Taxation 
 
Each topic (200-1600 words) will include highlights of the main points raised, links through to any other relevant 
topics, plus a subnavigation menu allowing visitors to move quickly and easily between any of the key topics. There 
will also be the option to enter the Investment Wizard. 
 
The Investment Wizard is an interactive learning tool, guiding the visitor through the investment process and 
highlighting the investments most suitable for them. A question and answer approach challenges the visitor on the 
key decisions they must make. This is supplemented by a brief explanation of questions relevance, with 
comprehensive pointers to any further reference information. At the end of the process, a list of the types of products 
that best fit the chosen investment criteria is presented. These point to the specific product subsites, where a more in-
depth analysis can be found.  
 

4.3.3 The Guides 
 
This section contains a summary of the contents for each of the guides and the actual  products covered (< 50 
words), supplemented by a bulleted list (approx. 5 items) of the type of person each product is most suited to. This 
allows easy identification of the products most likely to meet particular needs prior to entering specific subsites for 
more detailed information. 
 

4.4 Product Subsites Structure 
 
The Product Subsite provides an in-depth look at a specific product type, plus access to all of the provider’s products 
that are currently available(please refer to figure 4). In addition to the commonly shared navigational items, the 
Product Subsite will have; 
 
• About the Product 
• Products 
 

4.4.1 Home Page 
 
The Product Subsite has a dual purpose of acting as the first contact with the site, for visitors targeted by a particular 
marketing campaign for that specific product (or having read that guide) or those channelled from the home page. 
Hence it should provide a broad taster for the content of the Subsite. This should include, brief summaries of the 
commonly asked topics about the Product (< 50 words with links through to the full topic), quick links through to the 
Product Search and Product Wizard pages and a list of Product related News/Press Releases. 



 
 

Figure 4: Product Subsite Structure  
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4.4.2 About the Products 
 
This section aims to provide a complete information resource on the Product and is broken down into a number of 
self-contained topics. Examples could include (e.g. for ISAs); 
 
• History 
• Structure 
• Maxi or Mini 
• Contribution Limits 
• Staring an ISA 
 
Each topic (200-1600 words) would include highlights of the main points raised, links through to any other relevant 
topics, plus a subnavigation menu, providing the ability to jump to any of the major topics.  
 

4.4.3 Products 
 
The Products section enables a visitor to perform Comparative Search over all the available provider products, while 
a Product Wizard is available to provide an interactive learning tool about the products on offer. 
 
The Comparative Search will give the visitor the ability to specify key product metrics, and conduct a search to return 
a summary of the best fitting products (no more than 50 at once). From here, they can either conduct another search 
or select any number of products to view their full details or add to their shopping basket, for future review.  
 
The Product Wizard takes a question and answer approach, where the visitor is challenged on key factors regarding 
the investment they making. This is supplemented by a brief explanation of the point, with comprehensive pointers to 
any relevant reference topics where they can find out more information. At the end of the process, they are presented 
with a list of products that best fit their chosen investment choices. 
 



 
5.0 Technical Specifications 
 
This section is primarily for system implementers and architects, as it covers the key technical and implementation 
issues involved in delivering the system. This specification mainly focuses on the online client ordering system, with 
the business and fulfilment system being dealt with separately. 
 

5.1 System Architecture 
 
This is composed of two distinct components; 
 
• The online client ordering system 
• The business and fulfilment system 
 
The online client ordering system provides a client facing fronted to the business, enabling online ordering of products 
and eventually portfolio management. The business and fulfilment system provides the day to day infrastructure for 
managing client accounts, fulfilling orders and generating reporting information.  
 
The business and fulfilment system will contain the master database and encapsulate the core business logic, while 
the client ordering system contains a slave database. For security reasons the slave database will only contain a 
small subset of the information contained within the master, essentially the bare minimum to carry out its required 
operations. Any additional information in the slave database (e.g. client orders, pending processing), will only be held 
temporarily, enabling the online system to be quickly repopulated in the case of data corruption or distributing the 
system across a cluster. 
 
Data transfer and database synchronisation between the two systems will be conducted on a periodic basis using the 
ISME protocol. 
 

5.2 Session / Shopping Basket Management 
 
One of the fundamental components of the online client ordering system is the session/shopping basket management 
system (please refer to figure 5). This encapsulates access and usage of the users account, portfolio management 
and online product purchasing. Key design requirements are: 
 
• To allow for limited anonymous usage. 
 
• To be as unobtrusive as possible, requiring users to provide the minimum details for the system to function 

before progressing to the next level. 
 
• To provide secure handling of users details. 
 
• To remember client information and choices between sessions. 
 
This implies a two level security model. Firstly every user will be assigned a unique session id, of the form: 
 
        md5(concat(user_type, server_id, pid, timestamp)) 
 
where server_id, pid are padded 5 digit numbers and user_type is either ’a’ (for anonymous users) or ’c’ (for 
registered clients). 
 
Anonymous usage will be associated with an anonymous shopping basket allowing user choices to be retained 
between sessions, for up to one month of inactivity at which point the data is erased. This basic security mechanism 
relies on the fact that each valid session id is sparsely distributed over the number space, hence hard for anyone else 
to guess, and that  users are not using public access machines (since the session id is cached via cookies). Hence it 
may be possible for a different person access the initial users shopping basket choices via a brute force attack or 
using that person’s terminal. However, this is of very little use since there is no way of determining whom the initial 
user is or to access any of their personal details.  



 

Figure 5: Session / Shopping Basket Diagram 
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To actually place an order, or to view a portfolio, it is necessary to login with a valid username (email address) and 
password. This forms the second level of security and enables full access to the systems features. Usernames will 
take the form of the users email address and the password will be a user defined 6-12 character string. To ensure 
confidentiality of any personal information the login process and subsequent transactions will all be conducted under 
SSL. 
 
An additional feature of the session management system is a reminder mechanism for users who forget their 
password. This will generate an email to their username containing the reminder phrase initially entered by the user 
to help jog their memory. 
 

5.3 Database Synchronisation 
 
Care must be taken to ensure consistency of data between the two systems due to the distributed nature of the 
functionality and business logic. To ensure consistency a periodic batch process will transfer the incremental 
differences between both servers for processing. The online client ordering system will be a mirror for a small subset 
of the information contained within the master and for any information that is pending processing by the master 
system. 
 
Given the information flow between the two systems, the inputs for the online client ordering system are; 
 
• New Client Account Information 
• Portfolio Details 
• Providers/Product Details 
 
and the outputs are; 
• New Client Account Information 
• Literature Requests 
• KFD Requests 
• Product Applications 
 
Analysis of the information flow clearly raises several key issues that need to be resolved; 
 
• ID Synchronisation 
• Client Account Synchronisation 
• Client Account Conflict Resolution 
 
ID Synchronisation is necessary to ensure both systems can locate the same piece of information, provided a unique 
identifier. The problem arises since both systems can add information independently (e.g. new client accounts). This 
can be resolved by allowing each system  to assign its own unique id, while maintaining a reference to the other 
systems id for each record. In the case of any ambiguity (e.g. database corruption) the master database is deemed to 
be correct. 
 
Although new client accounts can be generated from both systems simultaneously, neither system has enough 
information to fully create the account. As a result each system will be responsible for generating specific pieces of 
information as follows: 
 
Online client ordering system 
• Session ID creation/management 
• Shopping baskets 
 
Business and fulfilment system 
• Client portfolio’s 
 
Basic account creation will be handled by both systems with the backend system randomly generating passwords. All 
client conflicts will be resolved on the business and fulfilment system (for example where people apply for an account 
online in addition to having one automatically generated by a postal purchase). 



 
Conflict resolution is addressed by data in the records automatically being compared and tested to find a match 
based on the following criteria; 
 
• Postcode 
• First line of the address 
• Surname 
 
In the event of any ambiguity the system will flag the clash and will be resolved as a manual operation. 
 
The data transference itself will be conducted using the ISME protocol. 
 

5.4 ISME Protocol 
 
 
The ISME (ISA Shop Message Exchange) protocol forms the basis of all communication between the two systems 
(please refer to figure 6). Essentially this consists of passing a conformant XML datastructure over HTTP, utilising 
SSL. The transaction stages are (where client refers to the initiator of the transaction and the server as the recipient): 
 
• The client issues an HTTP POST request to the server, invoking the request handler. The POST request 

contains the XML data blob consisting of the information that must be transferred plus any dependant 
information. 

 
• The request is validated against its DTD to ensure that it is well formed. 
 
• If the request is well formed, each piece of information is processed in order, invoking the correct import handler. 

Successful imports generate a conformation message that is added to the response, containing any 
supplementary information that must return (e.g. system IDs). Failures are ignored as separate system audits will 
used to highlight any malformed data. 

 
• The server adds the outstanding information to be transferred to the conformation message.  
 
• The client receives the response, which is validated to ensure it is well formed. Each piece of information is then 

processed in order, invoking the correct import handler. Conformation responses cause the item to be deleted 
from the transfer queue, while successfully imported data will add a conformation message to the (new) 
response. 

  
• The (new) response is posted to the server, which deletes the appropriate items from the transfer queue. 
 
Key details to note are; 
 
• The process is symmetrical; it does not matter whether the online client ordering system or the business and 

fulfilment system is the initiator of the transfer. However, by convention, it will be the business and fulfilment 
system that always initialises the exchange since there is strong likelihood that it will connect via a dial up 
connection. 

 
• The exchange mechanism can be conducted manually , via floppy disk if necessary, during events such as 

prolonged network outages. 
 
• Due to the confirmation system every item of transferable data that is persistent on both servers must have a flag 

associated with it, to indicate completion of a successful transfer. 
 
• An auditing system will be required to monitor for unsuccessfully transferred items. This will necessitate manual 

intervention to resolve any issues since there is a high probability it will be due to malformed data. 
 
• A flush processing instruction, which will erase all the currently held data of a particular type will need to be 

provided. This is to ensure that the data can be successfully initialised from scratch in the event of data 
corruption and should, by default, be ignored by the business and fulfilment system. 

 
• Provider, Product and Client details can never be deleted or updated in the master database. This is to ensure 

consistency for auditing and historical information. Instead a new entry must be created and referenced. The only 
exceptions to this rule should be in the case of a newly created entry that has not yet been internally used. 



 

Figure 6: Message Flow  
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6.0 Infrastructure Analysis 
 
The infrastructure requirements of the site depend on three key factors; 
 
• Estimated Growth & Traffic Requirements 
• System Capacity & Platform Requirements 
• Hosting/Uptime Requirements 
 

6.1 Estimated Growth & Traffic Requirements 
 
This metric is a key measure of the predicted traffic on the site over time and associated direct impact on the system 
capacity (both server capacity and bandwidth).  
 

6.1.1 Current Traffic Levels 
 
• Current site provides on average 6,000 hits/day, which is approximately 600 pages/day resulting in 6 sales/day. 
 
• During peak ISA season results increase by a factor of approximately 4 for website traffic (around 24,000 

hits/day) and orders. However it is worth noting that for the actual ISA Guide the increase is closer to a factor of 
10. 

 

6.1.2 Predicted Traffic Levels 
 
• After 6 months, predicted traffic will have grown by a factor of 10 i.e. 60,000 hits/day or 6,000 pages/day 
 
• At peak ISA Season or after an advertising push we can realistically assume traffic  increases by a factor of 4, 

therefore 240,000 hits/day or 24,000 pages/day 
   
• Assuming all traffic falls within an 8 hour period  of the day this results in 8 hits/second 
 
• At peak times during the day we can assume traffic increases by a factor  of 4, leading to  

32 hits/second 
 
• If every page is approximately 40k in size, the bandwidth  requirements are; 
��2,400,000 k/day 
��800 kilobits/second 
��3,200 kilobits/second (peak times) 

 
This level of traffic will result in between 60-240 sales/day. 
 
In the foreseeable future we can reasonably expect the traffic levels to grow at an exponential rate, and continue to 
do so until market saturation occurs. Due to this potentially explosive growth rate, it is recommended that these traffic 
growth figures are re-evaluated after 2 months with a revised plan covering the next year produced. 



6.2 System Capacity & Platform Requirements 
 
These metrics are key indicators of the hardware and software requirements and analyse any site-specific features. 
 

6.2.1 System Capacity 
 
The systems must be able to support; 
 
• 1,000s of products 
• 100s of providers 
• approx. 5 different product types 
• 1,000,000s of users 
• 100,000s of clients 
• 1,000,000s of portfolio product entries 
 
This equates to a maximum of several gigabytes of data per table, thus well within the ranges of standard storage 
devices and hardware. 
 

6.2.2 Platform Requirements 
 
We recommend that the following platform requirements be adopted for the online client ordering system: 
 
• Unix - A solid, robust platform, boasting far greater stability, scalability and flexibility in a heterogeneous 

environment than other platforms such as Microsoft NT.  
 
• Apache - The world’s most popular webserver, providing a flexible and stable development platform. 
 
• Mysql - A fast, lightweight database, ideally suited for website backends. 
 
Given the predicted site growth a clustering solution should be employed, giving a clear capacity upgrade path for the 
system. 
 

6.3 Uptime/Hosting Requirements 
 
As with the whole website the online client ordering system is required to provide a high degree of reliability and 
availability (approximately 99.9% uptime). However, there is no real need for true 24/7 uptime or to ensure 100% data 
integrity, as in the event of data corruption the online client ordering system database can be reinitialised from the 
master database.  
 
Based upon all the above requirements the following system should be sufficient for the first 6 months: 
 
• 2-4 dual processor server cluster (i386) 
• 100 BaseTx LAN 
• 1-4 megabit leased line 
 
Each of the machines in the cluster should run its own copy of the database, each requiring approx. 6-12GB of free 
storage. Round robin DNS or load balancing should be employed to distribute traffic amongst the servers. 
 
Given the expected growth, co-location in a maintained environment should be seriously considered. Not only does 
this provide better security and network reliability, since the system will be located right on the network backbone, but 
it will also provide increased flexibility allowing rapid change of the bandwidth requirements. 



7.0 Implementation 
 
We would envisage this specification being subject to a short discussion period prior to agreement and sign-off by the 
end of May. Further milestones that should be used to help construct the implementation plan are recommended as 
follows; 
 
Create implementation plan     } 
Agree all elements of graphic design    } mid-June 
Create project plan/allocate responsibilities    } 
 
Identify issues regarding back-end systems    } 
Identify issues regarding infrastructure    } end-June 
Identify issues regarding back-end/front-end integration  } 
 
Resolve issues regarding back-end systems    } 
Resolve issues regarding infrastructure    } end-July 
Resolve issues regarding back-end/front-end integration  } 
 
Build site shell/database      } 
Link back-end/front-end      } end-August 
Purchase/set-up infrastructure     } 
 
Populate site       } 
Test functionality       } end-September 
Launch site       } 
 
 



8.0 Costs 
 
As discussed previously the work undertaken to date to provide the recommended solution and to examine the 
existing infrastructure has resulted in this document and the prototype demonstrating certain aspects of the site.  3 
individuals with Bell e-Business have been involved to date and 12 chargeable days have been spent in total. 
Allowing for a further 4 days work to finalise the specification we will be invoicing a total of £11,200 + VAT on sign-off 
of the specification (16 days @ £700 pd). 
 
Subsequent to final sign-off of specification we will undertake a design phase. This will provide graphic design 
solutions that take into account all aspects of the site functionality and which ensure consistency between The ISA 
Shop’s printed material and their web-site.  Producing ideas and then physically making these happen within the site 
will incur approximately 12 days work between specification sign-off and site launch.  Charged at £600 per day the 
design element will cost £7,200.  Appendix A shows some early thoughts on how this specification may be delivered 
in practice. 
 
Once the specification is signed off and the design elements are fully worked through we enter the build phase.  This 
encompasses resolution of all issues and the physical build, test and launch of the site.  Although this cannot be fully 
costed until the specification is finalised we would estimate this phase to use 45 days at £650 per day resulting in a 
build phase cost of £29,250. 
 
Total cost incurred in specifying, designing, building and launching the site is therefore estimated to be £47,650 + 
VAT. 
 
There will, of course, be costs incurred in terms of setting up and maintaining the infrastructure required to host the 
site.  We can estimate these for The ISA Shop if required depending on final site specification. 



9.0 Key Issues 
 
There are a number of issues that are fundamental to agreeing the way forward.  We are raising these so that early 
and focused discussion can take place to allow finalisation of the specification; 
 

9.1 Name 
 
Our solution proposes that there be some form of umbrella site which addresses the general issues and questions 
potential clients may have regarding investment.  Under this umbrella we would see there being a number of 
investment-specific areas e.g. The ISA Shop, The With-Profits Bond Shop and, in the fullness of time, The 
Distribution Bond Shop etc.  A generic name for the umbrella site needs to be considered.  Ideally this should be The 
Investment Shop but we recognise issues that exist regarding this name. 
 

9.2 Hosting 
 
Section 6.1 outlines our estimates regarding site traffic.  The final solution regarding hosting is dependent on a 
number of factors but needs to be considered and resolved at an early stage to allow sufficient time for set up. 
 

9.3 Back-end System 
 
We believe it is the intention to rewrite the back-end system in conjunction with the site build. We will need to 
understand The ISA Shop’s intentions fully in this area. 
 

9.4 Copywriting/Content Structure 
 
Once the specification is finalised urgent attention will need to be given to creating the content of the site.  We will 
need to focus specific time in conjunction with key ISA Shop staff to ensure this is delivered appropriately. 
 

9.5 Application Forms 
 
The solution provides for Application Forms to be downloadable from the site.  We believe it is The ISA Shop’s 
intention to create a single form acceptable to most providers.  Previous experience within CGU in this area leads us 
to believe that this is not a simple issue and so should be addressed quickly. 
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